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Abstract

Widely used performance-based contracts put (positive or negative) externalities on co-workers. These externalities

have been proven to shape an organization’s working climate especially when workers exhibit social preferences.

However, it is a priori unclear whether a more friendly or a more competitive working environment should be en-

couraged. In this paper we consider a theoretical model in which a self-interested principal has to motivate a team

of agents. Agents are symmetric, potentially risk-averse and exhibit reciprocity concerns towards each other. The

optimal incentive scheme is derived solving a psychological game with asymmetric information about effort choices.

We show that the optimal incentive design depends on the interplay between the agents’ attitudes towards risks and

their preferences for reciprocity. In particular, the optimal scheme implements (i) a relative performance compensation

scheme which induces negative reciprocity if agents are relatively little risk averse and (ii) a joint performance com-

pensation scheme which induces positive reciprocity if agents are sufficiently risk averse. Our findings can explain

some puzzling empirical results.
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1. Introduction

Human resource managers adopt a huge variety of interdependent compensation policies in a bid to

align employees’ interests and to achieve organizational goals (Murphy 1999, Indjejikian and Nanda 2002,

Merchant and Otley 2007, Oyer and Schaefer 2011). Whether an organization should emphasize friendship

and cooperation or competition among its employees remains a debated controversy in the management

literature, where the discussion involves psychological aspects that have typically been disregarded by
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the standard agency theory.1 Some scholars and practitioners believe that competition promotes efficiency

and innovation because it stimulates individuals to outperform each other by working harder. According

to Dick Grote, well-known chairman and CEO of the Grote’s consultancy, one of the business leaders’

main arguments in favor of relative incentives is the motivating power entailed by competition (Grote

and Grote 2011). In the US, around 60% of the corporations adopt some sort of relative incentive systems

such as stack-ranking based tournaments that pit employees against each other (Berger et al. 2013, Chen

et al. 2012). From production-line workers to fund managers, most employee-types struggle to compete

for bonuses, promotions and even luxury prizes (Backes-Gellner and Pull 2013, Cerdin and Pargneux 2009,

Kempf and Ruenzi 2008). However, there is also the wide-spread belief that intra-team competition is

destructive and that the needs of organizations are better met by employing some joint-reward structures

such as group reward and gain sharing (Banks et al. 2014, Kruse et al. 2010. See also Bloom and Van Reenen

2010 for a review). In such systems, a worker’s compensation increases in the performance indicators of all

members of the reference group. This allows firms to motivate non-trivial effort provision and to enhance

cooperation, support and friendship among colleagues.2

According to social psychologists, friendship, cooperation and competitive behaviors are directly re-

lated to the psychological construct of reciprocity. The main idea of reciprocity is both simple and appeal-

ing: Rewarding those who behaved nicely (positive reciprocity) and punishing those who behaved badly

(negative reciprocity).3 Bowling et al. (2004) have shown that positive reciprocity can be seen as the psycho-

logical antecedent of friendship and support.4 Similarly, negative reciprocity may represent an antecedent

for competitive behaviors. Moreover, as an internalized social norm reciprocity is likely to play a major

role in most human organizations such as hierarchical firms and partnerships (Perugini et al. 2003).5

In this paper we introduce preferences for reciprocity as modelled by Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger

1In particular, early contributions to agency theory typically focused on how the optimal design of incentives depends on the

interplay between the risk-aversion of the employees and the information the principal achieves given a certain production technology

(Holmström 1979, Holmström 1982, Mookherjee 1984,). Notable exceptions are the contributions of Lazear (1989) and Itoh (1991).
2In a field experiment, Petty et al. (1992) compared one division of an electric utility company that set up a gain sharing plan with

another that did not. The gain sharing division performed better than the other one in 11 out of 12 aggregate objective performance

measures, providing an estimated savings between $ 875.000 and $ 2 million. In addition, employees’ perception of team-spirit was

positively affected by gain-sharing also for workers charged with individual tasks.
3The basic concept of reciprocity is a fundamental principle in most human societies throughout history and it is embedded in

several laws and religious texts (Gouldner 1960). In recent years, scholars in many disciplines referred to reciprocity to explain a

wide range of phenomena. For instance, in social psychology reciprocity has been used to explain cooperation and intimacy. In eco-

nomics and sociology it has been called to explain why people manage to overcome social dilemmas. Contributions in organizational

behavior, management, and leadership recognized reciprocity as one of the key variables to predict many organizational outcomes

(Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005, Liden et al. 1997, Bosse et al. 2009). Experimental economists have called for reciprocity to explain

many puzzling results both in the lab and in the field (see Fehr and Schmidt 2003 and DellaVigna 2009 for reviews).
4In behavioral psychology, an antecedent is a stimulus that cues an organism to perform a learned behavior. When an organism

perceives an antecedent stimulus, it behaves in a way that maximizes reinforcing consequences and minimizes punishing conse-

quences.
5In social psychology, an internalized social-norm is a norm to which an individual tends to conform even when she is not observed

or externally sanctioned.
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(2004) into an otherwise standard principal-multi agents model of moral hazard. In particular we concen-

trate on the case in which agents exhibit reciprocity concerns towards each other (horizontal reciprocity).6

Solving a psychological game we are able to (i) contribute to the long-lasting debate raised by the man-

agement literature by identifying conditions under which an organization should emphasize friendship

or cooperation and (ii) complement the standard agency theory stressing the role played by psychological

factors. We show that the principal can reduce the cost of achieving high effort provision implementing

two different types of interdependent compensation policies:7 (i) a relative-incentive scheme which stim-

ulates negative reciprocity and intra-team competition or (ii) a joint-incentive scheme which stimulates

positive reciprocity, cooperation and friendship among coworkers. In both cases, the principal induces a

psychological gift-exchange among the employees that allows her to replace monetary with psychological

incentives.8 We highlight that the final choice of the principal depends on a non-trivial interplay between

the agents’ psychological preferences and their attitudes towards risks. In particular, the optimal incentive

scheme implements a high-powered relative-performance policy if agents are not too risk-averse while it

implements a low-powered joint-performance compensation if they are sufficiently risk-averse.

In our baseline model the principal employs two identical agents to exert some productive effort.

Agents are reciprocal towards each other and preferences for reciprocity are modelled following Dufwen-

berg and Kirchsteiger (2004). We assume that inducing high effort from both agents is always valuable for

the principal. Each agent independently and non-cooperatively makes a binary and non-verifiable effort

choice. Production is technologically independent, performance indicators are uncorrelated and satisfy the

monotone likelihood ratio property.

As agents are reciprocal, the incentives provided by an incentive scheme are not restricted to the mon-

etary compensations explicitly envisaged. Interdependent compensation schemes provide some implicit

psychological motives linked to the externalities produced by an agent’s effort choice on his coworker’s ma-

terial payoff. On the one hand, the competition entailed by relative-performance incentive schemes implies

that high effort provision by agent i is seen as a nasty action by agent j, whose disutility of exerting effort

is now lowered by his willingness to retaliate against i, choosing high effort himself. On the other hand,

under joint-performance incentive schemes working hard by one agent is perceived as a kind action by

his colleague, who is now more willing to put effort into production so as to repay his colleague. These

desirable psychological effects are not generated by schemes in which an agent’s compensation solely de-

pends on his own indicator (individual-performance schemes).9 Therefore: (i) the principal always finds

6Previous theoretical research in economics (Akerlof 1982, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2000, Englmaier and Leider 2012) con-

centrate on the case of vertical reciprocity, i.e., on a situation in which reciprocal employees repay generous compensation packages

offered by firms with greater effort provision.
7In interdependent compensation policies, worker i’s monetary rewards does not only depend on i’s individual performance

indicator, but also the performance indicators of i’s peers. Therefore, worker i’s effort choice exhibits externalities on his coworkers’

material payoffs no matter the underlying production technology.
8The idea that workers are willing to give up part of their monetary pay if compensated with some non-material rewards is

consistent with evidence from many field experiments. See for instance Hamilton et al. (2003).
9This is because in such individual-performance schemes the effort of an agent does not entail any material consequence on his
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it optimal to use interdependent compensation schemes even though performance indicators are uncor-

related, thereby contradicting the informativeness principle (Holmström 1982, Mookherjee 1984); (ii) the

principal’s net profit increases in the agents’ concerns for reciprocity.10

As stated above, the choice between relative and joint incentives depends on the agents’ aversion to-

wards variation in their income level. When agents are risk neutral, a high-powered relative performance

compensation scheme which induces negative reciprocity and competition among agents always proves su-

perior.

The reason for this result is subtle. With team incentives agent i gets a bonus only if the effort of both

agents is signalled to be high, while with relative incentives the bonus is paid only if agent i’s effort is

signalled to be higher than j’s one. Since it is more likely that the signal is positive for both agents than

that the signal is positive only for one particular agent, the bonus needed to overcome the effort cost must

be higher in case of relative incentives than in case of team incentives. This implies that the externality

induced by high effort is greater under relative (negative externality) than under joint (positive externality)

incentives. Therefore, an agent is more keen to reciprocate the negative externality of his coworker’s high-

effort in case of relative incentives than to reciprocate the smaller positive externality of his coworker’s

choice in case of joint incentives. Thus, when high efforts are induced the implicit psychological incentives

are endogenously stronger for relative-performance policies. As a result, it is cheaper for the principal to

induce high effort levels with relative incentives.

When risk-aversion is added to the picture, agents must be compensated for bearing the risk of a vari-

able monetary compensation. As risk-aversion increases, it becomes more and more costly to take ad-

vantage of reciprocal preferences through a high-powered relative incentive scheme. A joint-incentive

solution becomes comparably more attractive, as it allows the principal to balance between the benefits

(coming from the agents’ reciprocal concerns) and the costs (coming-from risk-aversion) of implementing

interdependent compensation policies. We show that there exists a threshold of relative risk aversion level

above which the principal prefers to pay joint rather than relative compensation schemes. This threshold

(weakly) increases in the precision of the performance indicators and in the agents’ inherent concerns for

reciprocity.

Although the analysis described so far conveys interesting insights, it focuses on the somewhat special

case in which workers’ production technologies are independent. As a matter of fact, group production

represents one of the key modern HR practices and it is pervasive in the workplace.11 Nonetheless, the

economics literature on the incentives provided to people engaged in interdependent production is rel-

atively scarce.12 In the second part of the paper we present an extension in which agents are engaged

coworker.
10In Section 4 we show that when the returns of efforts are small enough, being more reciprocal can also entail some material

advantage for the agents.
11According to the evidence cited by Bandiera et al. (2013), 52% of US firms use teamwork, while more than 90% of the workforce

is organized in teams in 47% of UK’s firms.
12See the discussion in Bandiera et al. (2013).
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in group production. We assume that agents’ efforts jointly produce some verifiable output that can be

contracted upon. Moreover, we assume that the principal can costlessly observe some informative signals

about individual efforts. We show that the interplay between risk and reciprocal attitudes continues to

hold. However, in this setting it is possible that the principal finds it optimal to provide even risk-neutral

agents with a team-compensation policy. This is more likely to occur when the value of joint production is

sufficiently informative with respect to the individual performance indicators.

1.1. Related literature

Our paper contributes to the long-lasting debate on the optimal incentive design in a principal-multi

agent setting. Classical contributions to agency theory mainly focused on the technological aspects of the

production process.13 Holmström (1982) shows the importance of relative incentives in filtering out com-

mon shocks when individual performance indicators are subject to some common uncertainty. An agent

compensation optimally depends on his peers’ signals only if this allows the principal to better infer the

state of world, thereby reducing the agent’s risk exposure. Lazear (1989) and Itoh (1991) motivate the use

of joint incentives to reduce the risk of sabotage and to stimulate cooperative efforts when agents’ tasks are

interdependent. Che and Yoo (2001) show that in a repeated interaction setting the choice between relative

and team incentives depends on the patience of the productive agents. Kim (2015) examines incentive con-

tracts when the principal and the agents disagree about the likelihood that a task succeeds. The direction

of disagreement alters the effectiveness of monetary incentives. The optimal contract implements rela-

tive performance evaluation when the principal is more optimistic than the agents, and joint performance

evaluation when she is less optimistic. Our paper complements this literature by showing that interde-

pendent compensation policies boost the motivating strength of explicit monetary rewards by inducing a

psychological gift exchange between the employees. As a byproduct this encourages either friendship or

competition among coworkers.

The degree to which organizations should emphasize cooperation or competition among the employees

is an age-old controversy in the management literature (see Bloom et al. 2011 for a discussion). Our results

bring some food for thought to this debate suggesting that firms should take into account the interplay be-

tween the workforce risk and social attitudes when deciding whether to foster friendship or competition.14

Our paper also contributes to the burgeoning literature on behavioral contract theory. Spurred by ex-

perimental findings, this strand of research aims at incorporating behavioral decision making that departs

from the self-interest axiom into otherwise standard contract theory settings.15 Our work is closely related

13Kandel and Lazear (1992) and Barron and Gjerde (1997) works on peer pressure and Rotemberg and Saloner (1993) and Rotemberg

(1994) works on leadership and human relations at the workplace are notable exceptions.
14A different perspective is taken by the theoretical contribution of Dur and Sol (2010). The authors consider a setting in which

social interactions among colleagues generate conditional altruistic preferences. They show that a combination of team and relative

incentives can be used as an instrument to achieve the first-best level of social interaction.
15See Köszegi (2014) for a review.
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to the pioneering article by Itoh (2004). The author considers a principal-multi agents framework to an-

alyze the effects of social comparisons among coworkers that exhibit distributional concerns.16 He finds

that if agents are sufficiently inequity averse, pure-team incentives are optimal as they provide insurance

against the disutility of being worse or better off than the coworkers. That is, team incentives are not paid

to instill some team spirits into the workforce but only to avoid some extra costs that would result from

an ex-ante uneven income distribution. Conversely, he shows that relative-incentive policies are preferred

by the principal and have some positive motivating effects when agents are sufficiently status seeking (i.e.,

when they like to earn more than their coworkers). Whereas in Itoh’s model the principal’s choice ex-

clusively depends on the kind of distributional preferences the workforce is endowed with, in our paper

it depends on whether it is endogenously more efficient to design a positive or a negative gift-exchange

game given the agents attitudes towards risks.17

To model reciprocity we draw extensively on the literature on psychological games. Motivated by ex-

perimental results, in the last few decades economists and game theorists have formally conceptualized

preferences for reciprocity. Rabin (1993) developed a model to incorporate reciprocity in normal form

games adopting a psychological game theory setting (see Geanakoplos et al. 1989, Battigalli and Dufwen-

berg 2009). Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) extend Rabin’s analysis to extensive form games.18 Fi-

nally, Sebald (2010) presents a framework that allows to consider chance moves. In these models reciprocal

agents hold beliefs about others’ intentions as well as beliefs about others’ possible alternatives. If for in-

stance a player i believes that the intentions of another player j are bening (malign) relative to his possible

alternatives, he perceives him as kind (unkind). Given this, reciprocal agents achieve some positive psy-

chological payoff reacting kindly to perceived kindness and unkindly to perceived unkindness. We draw

on Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) and Sebald (2010) building a model in which each agent’s effort

choice impact on the distribution of the expected material payoff of his coworker. Agent i’s effort choice is

considered kind if i expects to give to j a material payoff greater than the one that would have been entailed

if i had taken the alternative effort choice.

Previous contributions such as Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2000), Non (2012) and Englmaier and

Leider (2012) have considered principal-single agent setting in which the agent exhibits reciprocity con-

cerns towards the principal. They show that generous compensation can substitute for performance based

pay, consistently with the literature on perceived organizational support (see Pazy and Ganzach 2008) and

with evidence from stylized labor markets experiments as well as with empirical research based on repre-

sentative survey data.19. Englmaier and Leider (2012) show that if the agent is both sufficiently motivated

16Notable contributions related to Itoh’s work are Rey-Biel (2008), Bartling and von Siemens (2010), Bartling (2011), Englmaier and

Wambach (2010), Dur and Glazer (2008).
17Although in many situations reciprocal players and inequity averse players behave in a similar way, intention-based reciprocity

and inequity aversion are distinct motives (Fehr and Fischbacher 2002). Moreover, Fehr and Schmidt (2003) argue that reciprocity

plays a bigger role in driving individuals decision making than pure distributional concerns.
18Falk and Fischbacher (2006) also propose a model of reciprocity for sequential games, but their definition of reciprocity is based

on distributional concerns rather than on intentions.
19See among the others Fehr et al. (1993), Brown et al. (2004) and Englmaier et al. (2014) for experimental evidence and Dohmen
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by reciprocity and risk-averse, then generous flat contracts can be optimal even if effort is non contractible.

In this paper we show that the principal can take advantage of the presence of reciprocity concerns by

inducing a gift-exchange game between the firm’s employees irrespective of the agents’ risk aversion. In a

companion project (Livio 2015), we investigate how the choice of the production technology by the princi-

pal is affected by the interplay between risk and reciprocal attitudes of the agents. Sebald and Walzl (2015)

present a principal-reciprocal agent model showing that agents might engage into conflict in response to

ego-threatening performance appraisals by the principal. The authors identify conditions for a positive

welfare effect of increasing costs of conflict and a negative welfare effect of more capable agents.20

The rest of the this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main features of the model.

Section 3 characterizes the optimal incentive scheme available to the principal. Section 4 relaxes the as-

sumption that inducing high effort is always profitable for the principal. Section 5 extends the model to

joint production. Section 6 discusses the main results of the paper. Section 7 concludes. Appendix A

contains all the proofs of our results. Appendix B contains a robustness check and extensions of the model.

2. The model

2.1. Preliminaries

In a principal-multi agents context general, three types of incentive schemes are feasible: (i) relative-

incentive schemes (RIC), that penalize an employee when his peer performs well; (ii) joint-incentive schemes

(JIC), that reward an employee when his peer performs well; (iii) individual-incentive schemes (IIC), that does

not take into account the peer performance indicator. A special case of RICs is the tournament scheme, in

which an agent is rewarded if only if his performance is signalled to be the best one among those of his

reference group, while a special case of JICs is the team scheme, in which an agent is rewarded if and only

if all the team members perform well.

When agents are reciprocal the incentives provided by a certain scheme may not be restricted to the

monetary incentives explicitly envisaged by the incentive scheme. Indeed, both RPC and JPC provide

implicit psychological incentives, as one agent’s effort choice inflicts some externality on his coworker’s

material payoff. On the one hand, the competition entailed by RIC implies that high effort provision by

agent i is seen as an unkind action by agent j, whose disutility of exerting effort is now lowered by his

willingness to retaliate against i choosing high effort himself. On the other hand, under JIC working hard

by one agent is perceived as a kind action by his peer, who is now more willing to put effort into production

so as to reciprocate. These psychological effects are not generated by IIC, as in this case the fates of the

agents are not tied together. Straightforwardly, optimal incentive schemes for reciprocal agents are more

likely to be interdependent than the ones for self-interested agents.

et al. (2009) and Englmaier et al. (2015) for evidence from survey data. In these latter cases causality has not been assessed.
20In a related experiment, Sebald and Walzl (2014) show that individuals tend to sanction others who subjectively evaluate their

performance whenever this assessment falls short of the individuals’ self-evaluation. This occurs even if the individuals’ earnings are

unaffected by the subjective performance appraisal.
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However, the circumstances in which one type of interdependent incentive scheme is preferred to the

other are not obvious a priori. In what follows, we present a simple model to highlight how the princi-

pal’s choice depends on the interplay between the reciprocal preferences of the agents and their attitudes

towards risks.

2.2. Production setting, information and sequence of events

There are two identical agents, a and b, who work for a firm. Each agent i ∈ {a, b} chooses effort levels

ei ∈ {0, 1} at a cost ei ∗ φ, measured in monetary units. Throughout, we assume that agents’ hard working is

sufficiently valuable to the owner of the firm (the principal) that she always prefers to induce the agents to

work hard (i.e., ei = 1, i ∈ {a, b}). Hence, the principal’s problem is to minimize the cost of motivating the

agents.

Material incentives can be provided by the wages the principal offers on the basis of individual per-

formance indicators that take the form xi ∈ {h, l}. Production is technologically independent such that

each agent affects only his own indicator. Indicators are assumed to be uncorrelated and the probability of

getting a good indicator (xi = h) or a bad indicator (xi = l) solely depends on the individual effort of agent

i: xi is good (respectively, bad) with probability q ∈ (1/2, 1) if i worked (resp., shirked). Each xi can be

interpreted as the principal’s (gross) profit generated by agent i’s activity. In general, each agent wage can

depend on both performance indicators and must be non-negative.

For technical reasons we assume that φ > (2q− 1).21

To focus on incentive provision we abstract from the participation decision of the employees and we

assume that they already work for the firm.

The sequence of events is as follows:

1. The principal sets the incentive scheme, which consists of a schedule of wages contingent on (possi-

bly) both performance indicators.

2. Both agents simultaneously and non-cooperatively choose their efforts.

3. The nature moves, xa and xb realize and transfers take place.

2.3. Preferences

Material Payoffs. The principal is risk neutral and solely interested in her expected profit.

Agents evaluate their monetary income through a CRRA function u(wi) = w1−ρ
i , where ρ ∈ [0, 1)

indicates the coefficient of relative risk-aversion and wi agent i’s wage.22 At every end node of the game

agent i enjoys a material payoff given by:

21This assumption ensures that the principal’s expected cost increases in the agent’s risk-aversion. Moreover, it eases the computa-

tions needed to prove the main results. Relaxing this assumption does not qualitatively alter the main results of the paper.
22Assuming a specific functional form allows us to obtain a clear-cut solution to the principal problem. Our results are robust to a

different specification of the function u(·).
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π(wi, e) = w1−ρ
i − eiφ.

Psychological Payoffs. Agents are reciprocal towards each other. When agent i is called to take his

effort decision, he takes into account that this affects not only his own material payoff but also the one

of his coworker. Agent i believes to be kind towards j if and only if the expected material payoff of j as

a result of i’s effort choice is greater than what i thinks could be a fair value, given his system of beliefs.

Effort being binary, a natural reference point for i’s kindness is given by the simple average between j’s

expected payoff when ei = 1 and j’s expected payoff when ei = 0, that is:

π
eq
j (βi(ej)) =

1
2
[
πj(ei = 1, βi(ej)) + πj(ei = 0, βi(ej))

]
where βi(ej) represents i’s first-order belief about j’s effort choice, and πj(ei, βi(ej)) is the i’s expectation

of j’s material payoff given βi(ej) and ei. Hence, i’s expected kindness towards j when i chooses effort ei is

given by:

kij(ei, βi(ej)) = πj(ei, βi(ej))− π
eq
j (βi(ej))

Similarly, agent i’s belief about j’s kindness to i is:

λiji(βi(ej), χi(ei)) = πi(βi(ej), χi(ei))− π
eq
i (χi(ei))

where χi(ei) represents i’s second-order belief about j’s belief about i’s effort choice.

For reasons of tractability, we assume that an agent i’s psychological payoff is given by:

γri(λiji, kij) = γsign(λiji ∗ kij) ∗
√
|λiji| ∗

√
|kij|

and not by multiplicative form typically assumed in the literature.23 The parameter γ is an element of

the interval [0, 1] and represents the agents inherent concern for reciprocity. Henceforth we refer to the case

in which agents are selfish, i.e., γ = 0, as the standard case. The belief dependent utility function of agent i

is given by:

Ui(ei, βi(ej), χi(ei)) = πi(ei, βi(ej)) + γiri(kij(ei, βi(ej)), λiji(βi(ej), χi(ei))

2.4. The Principal’s Problem

Let wi
xixj

be the salary paid to agent i when xi and xj realize. To determine the optimal incentive scheme

the principal minimizes the expected wage bill:

q2 ∑
i∈{a,b}

wi
hh + (1− q)q ∑

i∈{a,b}
(wi

hl + wi
lh) + (1− q)2 ∑

i∈{a,b}
wi

ll (EW)

23Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) suggested the use of this formulation in order to make i’s preferences invariant with respect

to the choice of monetary units.
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subject to the following incentive compatibility constraints

Ui(1, 1, 1) ≥ Ui(0, 1, 1) (ICi)

for all i ∈ {a, b}. These constraints ensure that the optimal incentive scheme leads to a sequential reci-

procity equilibrium in which the outcome {ea = 1, eb = 1} is achieved.

As a result of the psychological part of the agent’s utility functions in constraints (ICa) and (ICb), the

principal’s problem exhibits more than one solution candidate. In particular, each of these candidates cor-

responds to a different kind of reciprocal exchange that can take place among employees and to a different

kind of incentives.

2.5. Benchmark: The standard case

To focus on the role of reciprocity, we first recall the optimal contracting solution when agents are selfish.

In the standard case the principal minimizes (EW) subject to the agents’ incentive compatibility constraints:

q2u(wi
hh)+ q(1− q)(u(wi

hl)+u(wi
lh))+ (1− q)2u(will)−φ ≥ (1− q)q(u(wi

hh)+u(wi
ll))+ (1− q)2u(wi

hl)+ q2(u(wi
lh))

for all i ∈ {a, b}.
If agents are risk neutral and signals are uncorrelated, the structure of the optimal incentive scheme

is not determined. Agents do not mind about the level of risk they are asked to bear, provided that the

expected salary compensates their effort costs. As a result, the principal is indifferent between the following

individual (1), team (2) and tournament (3) incentive schemes:24

wihh = wihl =
φ

(2q− 1)
> wilh = will = 0 (1)

wihh =
φ

(2q− 1)q
> wihl = wilh = will = 0 (2)

wihl =
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q)
> wihh = wilh = will = 0 (3)

When agents are risk averse, there is no scope for relative performance evaluation to filter out common

shocks. Any kind of interdependent compensation policy would solely increase the risk borne by an agent

(Holmström 1982, Mookherjee 1984). Therefore, the optimal incentive scheme is as follows:

wi
hh = wi

hl =

(
φ

2q− 1

) 1
1−ρ

> 0 = wi
lh = wi

ll . (4)

3. Optimal incentive scheme

With this benchmark at hand we can focus on the optimal contracting structure the principal provides

to reciprocal agents, i.e., γ ∈ (0, 1]. To isolate effects we first assume the agents to be risk neutral (Section

3.1) and then we enrich the model by adding risk aversion to the picture (Section 3.2).

24It can be easily seen that any of the incentive schemes here below implies an expected wage bill of 2qφ
(2q−1) .
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3.1. Risk-neutral and reciprocal agents

When agents are reciprocal and risk-neutral, the principal is no longer indifferent between alternative

kinds of compensation policies. A tournament-type incentive scheme turns out to be the most valuable

option.

To get an intuition, consider what happens when the standard incentive schemes (1), (2) and (3) are

provided to reciprocal, risk-neutral agents. First notice that all those incentive schemes implement hard

working from both agents also when they are reciprocal. Indeed, the material payoff an agent receives

already suffices to satisfy his (IC) constraint. Any additional psychological payoff immediately translates

into a psychological rent.

Lemma 1. The standard incentive schemes (1), (2) and (3) induce the outcome {ea = 1, eb = 1} as an equilibrium
of the subgame starting at stage 2.

Proof. This and all following proofs are given in the Appendix. 2

While it is clear that incentive scheme (1) does not entail any additional psychological payoff - an agent’s

salary being independent of the other agent’s indicator - incentive schemes (2) and (3) do. In particular,

psychological payoffs arise as a result of a mutual exchange of favor(s) under the team-incentive scheme

(2) and as a mutual exchange of disfavor(s) under the tournament incentive scheme (3).

The higher the psychological rent entailed by an incentive scheme, the easier it is for the principal to

replace explicit monetary with implicit psychological incentives. Lemma 2 shows that agents receive the

highest psychological rent when the tournament scheme (3) is provided.

Lemma 2. When the standard incentive schemes (1), (2) and (3) are provided, the equilibrium psychological payoff
agent i expects to receive at stage 2 is:

ri(kij, λiji) =


0 under scheme (1);
γφ
2 under scheme (2)
γqφ

2(1−q) under scheme (3).

To see why scheme (3) provides greater psychological incentives than scheme (2), recall that the bonus

paid to an agent under the tournament scheme (3) is larger than the bonus paid to an agent under the team-

incentive scheme (2). This implies that the (negative) expected externality inflicted by i’s hard working

under scheme (3) is greater than the (positive) expected externality induced by i’s hard working under the

low-powered scheme (2). It follows that an agent is more keen to reciprocate the negative externality of his

coworker’s high effort when scheme (3) is paid than to reciprocate the smaller positive externality of his

coworker’s choice when scheme (2) is paid. Therefore, when designing the optimal scheme for reciprocal

agents, the principal can take greater advantage of the presence of reciprocity concerns by designing a

relative-high-powered rather than a joint-low-powered compensation scheme.

This intuition is confirmed by solving the principal’s problem. In a first stage, we can characterize the

three optimal candidate schemes, which are listed in the lemma below:

11



Lemma 3. When agents are reciprocal and risk neutral with respect to wealth variations, the principal problem has
three local solution candidates:

1. The standard individual performance scheme (1);
2. a team incentive scheme in which:

wihh =
φ

q(2q− 1)(1 + γ)
> wihl = wilh = will = 0; (5)

3. and a tournament incentive scheme in which:

wihl =
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)
> wihh = wilh = will = 0; (6)

for all i ∈ {a, b}.

Comparing the expected wage bills entailed by each solution candidate, we are able to find the best

incentive option for the principal:

Proposition 1. When agents are reciprocal and risk neutral with respect to wealth variations, the principal optimally
provides incentives through the tournament scheme (6).

Compared to the standard case, the principal is no longer indifferent between providing risk-neutral

agents with individual, joint or relative incentive schemes. The optimal incentive scheme provided to

reciprocal, risk-neutral agents entails a tournament that induces competition between coworkers. Each

agent’s effort is seen as a nasty behavior from his colleague, as it reduces the latter’s chance to collect

a bonus. Even though an unfriendly working environment is established, each agent enjoys a positive

psychological payoff, as he manages to pay his coworker back in own coin.

3.2. Risk-averse agents

Section 3.1 shows that the optimal contracting option to motivate reciprocal, risk-neutral agents. The sit-

uation changes significantly when we consider reciprocal, risk-averse agents. On the one hand, interlinked

compensation policies allow the principal to provide implicit incentives for hard working, thereby reduc-

ing the cost of motivating the workforce. On the other hand, they force each agent to bear some extra risk

unrelated with his effort decision. This additional loss is not too relevant when agents are only moderately

risk-averse. Therefore, in such scenario the principal continues to prefer a relative-incentive compensation

policy, even though a pure tournament is not necessarily desirable. This means that the optimal incen-

tive scheme is still based on relative incentives but it no longer looks like a pure tournament. In contrast,

when agents are sufficiently risk-averse, a relative-incentive policy is inefficient as it would charge agents

with too much risk. A good balance between the costs of providing agents with insurance and making the

most of their reciprocal preferences is achieved implementing a less powered joint-incentive compensation

policy.

To show this result we first characterize the three solution candidates and we then compare the expected

cost they entail to the principal.

The first locally optimal incentive scheme corresponds to the optimal standard incentive scheme (4).

12



Observation 1. Scheme (4) represents the best individual-incentive scheme that can be provided by the principal. In
equilibrium, agents do not achieve any psychological payoff.

The second solution candidate implements a joint-incentive policy and induces a mutual exchange of

positive kindness among coworkers. However, it takes the structure of a pure-team incentive scheme only

if agents are sufficiently motivated by reciprocity.

Lemma 4. The best joint-incentive scheme is such that:

• If γ ∈ (0, 1− q/q), then:

wi
hh =

 φ

(2q− 1)

(
q(1 + γ) + (1− q− γq)

(
1−q−qγ

(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1−ρ
ρ

)


1
1−ρ

>

wi
hl = wi

hh ∗
(

1− q− qγ

(1 + γ)(1− q)

) 1
ρ

> wi
lh = wi

ll = 0.

• if γ ∈ [1− q/q, 1], then:

wi
hh =

(
φ

(2q− 1)(1 + γ)q

) 1
1−ρ

> wi
hl = wi

lh = wi
ll = 0.

If γ → 0+, providing agents with insurance is the dominating issue and the best mutual kindness

incentive scheme converges to the individual incentive scheme (4): Agent i is allocated a bonus whenever

his indicator is good, while the indicator of his peer has only a vanishing effects on his compensation. As

γ increases, reciprocity gains importance and the principal increases the size of the gifts exchanged by the

agents at the cost of providing them with lower insurance against risk of income variations: When the

intensity of reciprocity is modest (γ ≤ (1− q)/q), each agent always receives a positive bonus when his

own indicator turns out to be good but he is rewarded more when also his colleague performs well, i.e.

wi
hh > wi

hl . The wedge between wi
hh and wi

ihl increases as tastes for reciprocity become more intense; when

reciprocity is the more relevant issue, namely when γ > (1− q)/q, the non-negativity constraint associated

to wi
hl bites and the principal provides pure team incentives.

The third solution candidate follows a somehow similar pattern, as shown by the following lemma:

Lemma 5. The best relative-incentive scheme is such that:
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• If γ ∈ (0, 1), then:

wi
hl =

 φ

(2q− 1)

(
(1− q + γq) + q(1− γ)

(
(1−γ)(1−q)

1−q+qγ

) 1−ρ
ρ

)


1
1−ρ

>

wi
hh = wi

hl ∗
(
(1− q)(1− γ)

1− q + qγ

) 1
ρ

> wi
lh = wi

ll = 0.

• if γ = 1, then:

wi
hl =

(
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)

) 1
1−ρ

> wi
hh = wi

lh = wi
ll = 0.

Again, when agents are only slightly reciprocal (γ→ 0+), the optimal scheme converges to scheme (4).

When γ takes on modest values, each agent achieves the highest bonus if he is the only one who performed

well, a lower bonus when both indicators reveal good evidence, and nothing otherwise. When γ is very

high, a pure tournament scheme is set up and only the agent who eventually proves to be the best receives

a positive bonus.

Observation 2 immediately follows from Lemmas 4 and 5:

Observation 2. At the limit of γ → 0+, the total expected cost entailed by the best joint and by the best relative-
incentive schemes converges to the total expected cost entailed by the best individual scheme (4).

Moreover, simple computations lead to the following observation:

Observation 3. The expected value of the monetary rewards paid to the agents strictly decreases in γ under both the
best joint and the best relative-incentive schemes.

Observation 3 highlights that the more agents are motivated by reciprocity concerns, the more efficient

is the psychological gift-exchange game designed by the principal.

Finally, from Lemmas 4 and 5 it is clear that the incentive structure of interdependent schemes becomes

simpler as the agents’ concern for reciprocity increases. For γ sufficiently high, both the best joint and the

best relative-incentive schemes pay a positive bonus only in one state of nature.

Observation 4. The incentive structure provided by the principal under the best joint and under the best relative-
incentive schemes is simpler when the agents’ inherent concerns for reciprocity are larger.

3.3. Solution to the principal’s problem

To characterize the solution to the principal’s problem, we first compare the individual scheme (4) with

the other two solution candidates. The following lemma holds:

Lemma 6. The individual incentive scheme (4) is strictly dominated by both the best joint-incentive scheme and the
best relative-incentive scheme for any ρ ∈ [0, 1) and γ ∈ (0, 1].
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Lemma 6 highlights that the standard scheme 4 is never adopted by the principal to stimulate effort

provision from reciprocal agents. This result comes from Observations 2 and 3 and from the continuity in

γ of the total expected cost entailed by the best joint and the best relative incentive schemes.

Comparing the two best interdependent-incentive schemes we achieve the following proposition:

Proposition 2. For all γ ∈ (0, 1) and ρ ∈ (0, 1) there exists a threshold value ρ∗ ∈ (0, 1) such that:

• if ρ < ρ∗ the principal strictly prefers the best relative-incentive scheme;

• if ρ = ρ∗ the principal is indifferent between the best relative-incentive and the best joint-incentive schemes;

• if ρ > ρ∗ the principal strictly prefers the best joint-incentive scheme.

In a nutshell, when agents are (almost) risk neutral, the cost of providing them with insurance is negligible.

Since a reciprocal agent is interested in the size of the consequences he is going to inflict on his coworker,

the principal makes the most of reciprocity concerns by designing a relative-incentive scheme that makes

agents competing against each other. As risk aversion increases, it becomes costly for the principal to

provide agents with insurance using the best relative-incentive scheme, as it pays the highest bonus in

states ({xa = h, xb = l} and {xa = l, xb = h}) which are not the most likely when both agents exert high

effort. When risk aversion overcomes the threshold value ρ∗, the best joint-incentive scheme allows to

exploit the beneficial effects of reciprocity better than relative-incentive schemes. Since in equilibrium the

former scheme pays the highest bonus in the most likely state, {xi = h, xj = h}, it efficiently combines

monetary and psychological incentives simultaneously addressing the agents’ demand for insurance.

3.4. Comparative statics

Proposition 2 shows that the optimal scheme for reciprocal and risk-averse agents implements some

kind of interdependent compensation policy. The choice between a relative or a joint incentive scheme

crucially depends on the workers’ tastes towards risks. Figures 1 and 2 offer a graphical intuition of how

the other parameters of the model affect the principal’s choice. We represent the optimal incentive scheme

as a function of combinations of the inherent concern for reciprocity, γ, (on the horizontal axis) and the

parameter of relative risk aversion, ρ, (on the vertical axis) when the cost of effort φ equals 2. In Figure 1

we consider a scenario in which xi is a poor signal of i’s effort (q = 0.65) whereas in Figure 2 we consider a

scenario in which xi is a good signal of i’s effort (q = 0.85).

Figure 1 shows that the principal optimally chooses the best joint-incentive scheme for values of risk

aversion higher than ρ∗ (represented by the continuous line), as stated by Proposition 2. When γ > (1−
q)/q = 0.5384, the non-negativity constraint associated with wi

hl in the best joint-incentive scheme bites.

The principal finds it optimal to offer a pure-team scheme in which agents receive a bonus only if both

efforts are signalled to be high.
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Figure 1: Optimal Incentive Scheme. φ = 2, q = 0.65

For value of ρ < ρ∗, the principal strictly prefers the best relative-incentive scheme. This takes the form

of a pure tournament when ρ approaches 0 and when γ approaches 1.25

In Figures 1 and 2 it can also be seen that ρ∗ (weakly) increases in γ. The best joint-incentive scheme

has a comparative advantage over the best relative-incentive scheme in providing agents with insurance.

When the agents’ reciprocity concern, γ, increases, the material rent necessary to induce positive effort

provision decreases (Observation 3). This is because the psychological impact of a "gift" with a given size

increases in γ. The principal can thus reduce the power of the explicit monetary incentives of both the best

joint and relative incentive schemes. This in turn reduces the cost of providing the agents with insurance,

making the comparative advantage of the best joint-incentive scheme less relevant. Therefore, ρ∗ (weakly)

25Lemma 5 states that the best relative-incentive scheme takes the form of a pure tournament if γ = 1, as for such value the non-

negativity constraint associated with wi
hh bites. This holds true also at the limit of γ approaching 1. In Figures 1 and 2 we consider as

a pure tournament also those cases in which wi
hh takes a value smaller than 0.000001.
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decreases in γ.

Figure 2: Optimal Incentive Scheme. φ = 2, q = 0.85

Similarly, the best relative-incentive scheme becomes comparably more attractive for higher values of

the signal precision q. Indeed, a greater q decreases the power of explicit incentives as it decreases the

risk borne by each agent i when choosing ei = 1. Again this reduces the comparative advantage of the

best joint-incentive scheme. This can be directly seen comparing Figures 1 and 2. In the latter figure the

continuous line representing ρ∗ always take (weakly) greater values than in the former figure. As a result,

the area in which the best relative-incentive scheme dominates is bigger than in the former figure.

In general, the comparative advantage of the best-joint incentive scheme decreases when (i) agents

become more reciprocal and (ii) the precision of individual performance indicator improves.

In contrast, the choice of the optimal compensation policy does not depend on the agents’ effort cost,

which solely affects the distance between the best relative-incentive and joint-incentive schemes for given
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values of q and γ. This result is shown in the Appendix. These results are summarized in the following

observation:

Observation 5. The threshold value ρ∗:

• (weakly) increases in the agents’ inherent concern for reciprocity, γ;

• (weakly) increases in the precision of the performance indicators, q;

• does not vary with the cost of effort, φ.

4. High effort costs

The previous section shows that the principal reduces the cost of achieving high effort from both work-

ers designing a psychological gift-exchange game, thereby replacing monetary with psychological incen-

tives. It turns out that a reciprocal agent expects to earn less money than a standard agent. Crucial for

this result is the assumption that hard working is so valuable for the principal that she always prefers to

induce high effort provision no matter the costs. In this section we analyze what happens if we relax this

assumption, namely, when we assume that the expected returns to hard working are not overly high. We

show that the principal can find it profitable to induce effort provision from reciprocal agents in instances

in which it is prohibitively costly with standard agents.

Let the performance indicator xi ∈ {h, l} be the (gross) profit generated by agent i’s activity. Without

loss of generality, we normalize l to zero and we assume that only h takes on a positive value. Moreover,

let us assume that φ > h(1−ρ)(2q− 1). When this assumption holds, it is never optimal for the principal to

induce high-effort provision from standard agents, effort being too costly with respect to the principal’s ex-

pected gains. No matter the risk-aversion of the agents, the principal finds it profitable to pay the following

flat wage scheme:

wi
xixj

= 0 (7)

for all xi, xj. In equilibrium, the scheme (7) induces low-effort provision from both agents.

This is not necessarily the case when agents are reciprocal. As a matter of example, let us focus on a

situation in which ρ > ρ∗ for some γ and q such that γ > (1− q)/q. From Proposition 2 we know that the

scheme that induces {ea = 1, eb = 1} at the smallest cost is the best joint-incentive scheme highlighted by

Lemma 6. For these parameter values, it takes the form of a pure team-incentive scheme. Such incentive

scheme proves superior to the flat incentive scheme (7) whenever:

h(1−ρ)(2q− 1) < φ < h(1−ρ)(2q− 1)q(1 + γ)) (8)

Therefore, the psychological gift-exchange that takes place between reciprocal agents makes the cost of

inducing high-effort provision sustainable for the principal also in some instances in which it is overly

costly for standard agents. When condition (8) is satisfied, reciprocal agents are asked to exert positive

effort and expects to receive a positive compensation, whereas standard agents are asked to exert no effort

and expects to receive the minimum salary.
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In this example we considered a specific situation in which agents are sufficiently risk averse. This

result can be easily generalized to other situation for a non-knife-edge subset of the parameter space.26 The

following proposition holds:

Proposition 3. For each ρ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a full dimension subset of the parameter space in which reciprocal
agents expect to earn more and are asked to provide more effort than self-interested agents.

For values of the effort costs φ slightly greater than h(1−ρ), a slightly positive reciprocity concerns pa-

rameter γ suffices to make positive effort provision valuable for the principal.

Proposition 3 is consistent with the empirical analysis of Dohmen et al. (2009). Analyzing data from the

GSOEP survey,27 the authors find that workers with stronger preferences for positive reciprocity signifi-

cantly exert more effort and earn more money than non-reciprocal workers.28 The authors argue that this

correlation is consistent with the idea of a gift-exchange between the principal and the agent, in which a

reciprocal worker reacts exerting more effort in exchange for a generous compensation.29 The theoretical

analysis by Englmaier and Leider (2012) provides a framework consistent with this idea. The authors con-

sider a principal-single agent model in which offering a reciprocal agent with a generous compensation is

optimal when risk-aversion and reciprocity concerns are sufficiently high. Proposition 3 offers a comple-

mentary explanation to this evidence in which horizontal rather than vertical reciprocity is considered and

that holds irrespective of the level of risk-aversion.

5. Group Production

The previous sections consider a somewhat special case in which workers’ production technologies are

independent, i.e., group production exhibits no technological synergies. However, workgroups and joint-

production have become increasingly popular in the recent years. Not only they are widely adapted by

firms, but many success stories are associated with teams.30

In this section we extend our analysis to determine the optimal compensation scheme under the as-

sumption that agents are engaged in joint production. Let us consider a scenario in which the principal

asks a and b to jointly realize a project. Agents work simultaneously. Each agent is charged with a different

part of the production process and exerts an effort ei ∈ {0, 1}. Again, effort ei costs each agent φ ∗ ei. As in

the previous sections, the principal observes neither ea nor eb. The realized value of the project is verifiable

and can be contracted upon.

26This also holds when agents are only slightly risk averse. As it shall be clear from Proposition 2, in this case the principal prefers

a relative-incentive scheme.
27GSOEP is a longitudinal panel dataset of the population in Germany. It is a household based study which started in 1984 and

which reinterviews adult household members annually.
28The authors find a non-significant correlation between effort and wage levels for negative-reciprocal types.
29The idea that positive reciprocators repay generous wages with high effort even when there is no way to enforce contracts has

been demonstrated also experimentally (See e.g., Fehr et al. 1993, Berg et al. 1995, Brown et al. 2004, Falk 2007).
30See Che and Yoo (2001) for a discussion.
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Once realized, the project can be either a success or a failure, i.e., it is worth y ∈ {ȳ, y} to the principal,

with ȳ > y = 0. The probability that the project is a success crucially depends on the agents’ efforts. If

both agents exerts effort equal to 1, then the project has a probability p̄ < 1 of being successful; if any of the

two agents shirks and the other works hard, the project is successful with probability p̂ < p̄; if both agents

shirk, the project is successful with probability p ∈ (0, p̂).

In what follows we characterize the optimal incentive option in two different information settings: First

we show that the principal always induces a positive reciprocal exchange when only the global output can

be contracted upon (Section 5.1). Second we show that the usual interplay between reciprocity and risk

attitudes holds when additional signals about the agents’ individual performance are available (Section

5.2).

5.1. No individual performance indicators available

When only the value of the project is available to the principal, the following lemma holds:

Lemma 7. When only the global output can be contracted upon, the optimal incentive scheme entails the following
payments:

w̄ =

(
φ

(1 + γ)( p̄− p̂)

) 1
1−ρ

; w = 0

where w̄ and w are the salary paid to the agents when the project is worth ȳ and y respectively.

Agents being awarded a positive bonus only if the project is successful. As a result, the optimal incen-

tive scheme always entails a positive reciprocal exchange: An agent’s effort increases the material payoff

of his teammate and it is therefore perceived as a kind behavior.

5.2. Individual performance indicators

Now suppose that individual performance indicators xi ∈ {h, l}, i ∈ {a, b} are available. To ease

comparisons with respect to the previous sections, we assume that each xi takes value h with probability q

when ei = 1 and with probability (1− q) when ei = 0. Moreover, we assume that each individual indicators

does not represent a sufficient statistics for y with respect to ei while it does represents a sufficient statistics

for xj with respect to ei. When agents are self-interested, these assumptions imply that the principal finds

it optimal to make each agent’s salary contingent on the value of the project and on his own performance

indicators. The optimal incentive scheme paid to agent i does not depend on agent j’s performance as this

does not gather any additional information about i’s effort.

When agents are reciprocal, an independent incentive scheme is no longer optimal. Along the same line

of the previous sections, the principal can replace monetary with psychological incentives by providing

interdependent compensation policies. Similar to Section 3, it is possible to characterize a best joint and a

best-relative incentive scheme.31 The final choice between joint or relative incentives depends again on the

agents’ risk aversion.

31These schemes exhibit similar features to the ones described by Lemmas 4 and 5. In particular, the expected salaries paid by the

principal decrease in γ and the incentive structure is simpler when agents concerns for reciprocity are larger.
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Proposition 4. There exists a threshold value of q, q̃( p̄, p̂) ∈ (1/2, 1), such that:

• if q ≤ q̃( p̄, p̂), then the optimal scheme implements a joint-incentive scheme that induces a positive reciprocal
exchange irrespective of ρ;

• ∂q̃/∂ p̄ ≥ 0 and ∂q̃/∂ p̂ ≤ 0;

• if q > q̃( p̄, p̂), then there exists a threshold value ρ̃ ∈ (0, 1) such that the optimal scheme implements a
relative-incentive scheme that induces a negative reciprocal exchange if ρ ≤ ρ̃ and a joint-incentive scheme
otherwise.

Compared to the individual production case (Proposition 2), Proposition 4 highlights that positive reci-

procity is endogenously more efficient when agents are engaged in joint production. In particular, the

principal finds it profitable to offer some joint-compensation package even when agents are risk-neutral,

provided that the value of production is comparatively informative with respect to the individual per-

formance indicators. Therefore, the greater the synergies in the production process, the more important

it is to encourage friendship at the workplace. However, the principal can find it profitable to design a

relative-incentive scheme that induces competition and negative reciprocity among coworkers. Indeed,

when the individual performance indicators are comparatively more informative than the global output,

the interplay highlighted in the previous sections still arises: Agents are offered some kind of relative-

incentive scheme when they are not too risk averse and some kind of joint-incentive scheme when they are

sufficiently risk-averse.

Proposition 4 also stresses that in our setting individual performance indicators are collected not only

to better asses each agent’s individual contribution in order to provide better insurance. Indeed, they also

make the reciprocal exchange of favor more efficient as agents are intrinsically interested in the material

consequences of their actions to the other agent. Therefore, since xi can be interpreted as an informative

signal of i’s kindness towards j, the principal finds it profitable to make the salary of agent i contingent on

xi, xj and y even though xi is sufficient for ei with respect to xj.

Contributions in the management literature already highlighted how the choice between a competi-

tive and a joint incentive package depends on the synergies of the production technology. They argue

that rewards schemes such as group incentives increase the group morale and they are preferable when

joint-production involves a lot of synergies among the workers’ activities. We complement this argument

showing that the interplay between reciprocity and risk-aversion moderates this relationship.

6. Discussion

In the previous sections we have highlighted that it is always optimal for the principal of an orga-

nization to implement interdependent incentive schemes to motivate reciprocal agents. The final choice

between a relative-incentive or a joint-incentive scheme crucially depends on the agents’ attitudes towards

risks.

Our model thus generates a clear prediction: The use of joint-incentive policies should be empiri-

cally more prevalent among employees with higher degrees of risk aversion, especially in job settings
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in which individual performance indicators are poorly correlated (Proposition 2).32 An empirical analysis

that would test this hypothesis should carefully control for the precision of the performance indicators and

for the intensity of the preferences for reciprocity, which can moderate the relationship (Observation 5), as

well as for the degree of interdependency of the production function (Proposition 4). To the best of our

knowledge, this issue has not been investigated empirically.

As argued by Oyer and Schaefer (2011) and by a recent report of the VisionLink advisory group,33

the use of joint incentives is comparatively more frequent at the bottom tiers of a hierarchical structure

than at the intermediate and top tiers. This seems consistent with our prediction, risk aversion being

typically higher among blue collars and clerks than among managers and CEOs.34 Obviously only a careful

empirical investigation can help understanding whether this is just a spurious correlation.

Lemmas 4 and 5 and Proposition 2 also suggest that the shape of the optimal incentive scheme depends

on the intensity of the agents’ inherent concern for reciprocity. If agents are only mildly motivated by

reciprocity, providing agents with insurance is the most relevant issue for the principal. When this is the

case agents are always paid when their own performance indicator turns out to be good. The performance

indicator of the coworker is solely used to adjust the final bonus: When agents are not too (respectively,

sufficiently) risk averse, an additional bonus is paid when the coworker’s indicator turns out to be bad

(resp., good). If agents attach a high value to reciprocity, the principal implements a pure-tournament incen-

tive scheme in which only the "winning" agent is awarded a bonus when agents are poorly risk-averse, and

a pure-team incentive scheme in which rewards are allocated only if both agents perform well when agents’

risk-aversion is high enough. Related to that, Observation 3 highlights that the power of material incen-

tives decreases with the intensity of agents’ reciprocity concerns: When the agents’ psychological concerns

increase, lower monetary bonuses suffice to overcome the cost of effort.35 Moreover, Observation 4 remarks

that the incentive structure of the optimal incentive scheme is simpler when agents’ reciprocity concerns

are strong enough. Therefore, simpler and less-powered incentive structures should be more frequently

observed in context in which the workforce exhibit stronger reciprocal attitudes. Our paper might thus

help to understand why the power of monetary incentives is often lower than predicted by standard moral

hazard models, complementing the standard multitasking argument of Holmström and Milgrom (1991).

Our model also predicts that reciprocal agents are more productive than standard ones (Observation 3

32The interplay between risk aversion and reciprocity concerns holds even when individual performance indicators are correlated,

provided that correlation is not too strong with respect to reciprocity concerns.
33See http://www.vladvisors.com/compensation-knowledge-center/articles/a-38-selecting-the-right-performance-measures-for-

your-incentive-plan
34See e.g. Hartog et al. (2002).
35Note that a similar result can be achieved under the assumption that agents are inequity averse, as shown by Bartling (2011) and

Englmaier and Wambach (2010). In models with inequity averse agents, there are two major effects: First, inequity averse agents’

must be compensated for ex-ante wage inequality whenever their participation constraints bind; second, agents modify their effort

choices in a bid to reduce wage inequality. However, experimental and empirical evidence suggest that wage inequality per se has no

impact on both agents’ participation and effort decisions (Charness and Kuhn 2007, Maximiano et al. 2007, Abeler et al. 2010, Bartling

and von Siemens 2011).
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and Proposition 3), consistent with the results of recent surveys data investigations. This result stands in

contrast with the prediction generated internalizing other kinds of social preferences different than reci-

procity.36

It is worth recalling that the analysis displayed in the paper relies on two crucial assumptions: (i) agents

equally care about positive and negative reciprocal exchanges; (ii) agents are identical.

With respect to point (i), evidence of asymmetric preferences for the two sides of reciprocity have been

found in both psychology and experimental economics (Perugini et al. 2003, Fehr and Schmidt 2003). 37

This feature can be easily incorporated in our model, as shown in Appendix B. The interplay between

risk and reciprocal attitudes still holds. We show that when preferences for different kinds of reciprocity

are extremely skewed, then one kind of incentive scheme dominate the other no matter the level of risk-

aversion.

When preferences for reciprocity are extremely polarized, a badly designed incentive scheme may in-

duce no effort provision as a unique equilibrium of the game. This idea is consistent with the field exper-

iment of Bandiera et al. (2005). The authors present a field experiment in which they alter the incentive

structure for field workers in a UK farm. They find that compensation policies based on relative-incentive

perform worse than incentives based on individual measures of performance. They argue that this was

due to workers partially internalizing the negative externality their effort imposes on others under rela-

tive incentives, consistently with agents being more concerned about positive than negative reciprocity.38

Therefore, asymmetric preferences for positive and negative reciprocity should carefully taken into account

by any empirical investigation of our model.

Moreover, empirical research in management and economics has shown that there are significant dif-

ferences in the compensation packages offered to CEOs, managers and employees across countries. The

authors argued that such discrepancies might be explained by divergencies in the cultural traits of the

different countries.39 We suggest that those discrepancies might also be explained by differences in the

distributions of positive and negative reciprocators among countries.

36E.g., Englmaier and Wambach (2010) show that the cost of inducing effort from inequity averse agents increases in the agents’

degree of inequity aversion.
37Perugini et al. (2003) developed a six-items questionnaire to measure preferences for positive and negative reciprocity. This

questionnaire is widely used by firms to measure employees reciprocal attitudes and improve their Management Control Systems.

Empirical tests demonstrated that positive and negative reciprocity are only slightly correlated and that they amount to different

psychological constructs (Dohmen et al. 2008).
38The authors also show that workers internalize the externality to a greater extend when a large share of their coworkers are their

close friends.
39Tosi and Greckhamer (2004) analyse data about HR practices from the Towers Perrin Worldwide Total Remuneration Reports

for the years 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001. These reports provide information from twenty-three countries on the average com-

pensation levels and the structure of compensation for four different positions representing four organizational levels (CEO, human

resources director, accountant, and manufacturing employees) in industrial companies with approximate annual sales of $250-$500

million. Conyon and Murphy (2000) highlight significant differences in compensation packages provided to CEOs and top managers

between US and UK. Both studies conclude that differences in cultural dimensions can contribute understanding cross-national vari-

ations in compensation policies. Bryan et al. (2014) examine CEO compensation in 43 countries over the 1996 to 2009 period. The
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With respect to point (ii), this assumption is crucial to characterize a close form solution of the model.

However, numerical simulations show that the main results still go through when this assumption is re-

laxed. In this case the principal’s choice between a joint and a relative incentive scheme is driven by some

statistics of the joint distribution of reciprocity and risk attitudes of the workforce. For instance, when

agents are heterogenous on the return of their effort on profits (e.g., when one agent is the star of the firm),

then the principal should tend to pick the kind of interdependent policy "favored" by the star. E.g., if the

star is very risk averse, then the principal is probably going to set up a joint-incentive scheme that induces

positive reciprocity.

This raises the question on how agents with different risk and reciprocal attitudes sort into different

firms characterized by heterogenous corporate culture.40 What could also be interesting is to investigate

whether and to what extent employees’ psychological preferences are affected by the incentive policy of

their firm in a dynamic context. As also pointed out by Milgrom and Roberts (1994), this issue has received

limited attention by economists,41 despite the great amount of energies and initiatives devoted by Human

Resource managers at shaping employees’ preferences. We leave both these issues for future research.

7. Conclusion

Research in management, organizational behavior and experimental economics has stressed the key

role played by reciprocity within firms and organizations. Only recently, the burgeoning literature in be-

havioral contract theory started incorporating preferences for reciprocity into otherwise standard contract

theory models.

In this paper we solve for the optimal incentive scheme in a basic principal-multi agents setting under

the assumption that agents are reciprocal towards each others. We show that the principal can limit the

cost of motivating non-trivial effort provision offering agents with interdependent compensation policies.

These policies imply that the effort exerted by an employee has a direct externality on the expected wage of

his peers. A psychological gift-exchange game takes place among the employees, who consider the effort

choices of their colleagues as kind or unkind depending on how peers performance indicators impact on

salaries. We find that when agents are only modestly risk averse, the principal finds it optimal to design

a relative-incentive scheme in which an employee struggles to signal himself as the best performer of the

group. Conversely, when agents are sufficiently risk averse a joint-incentive scheme always proves supe-

rior. This results suggest that the complementarity between explicit monetary and implicit psychological

authors merge elements of the cross-cultural psychology and contracting literatures to identify cultural factors that theory predicts

should affect agency conflicts. The empirical analysis confirms that cultural factors are strongly significant after controlling for the

previously-identified determinants of CEO compensation structure relating to legal environment and firm-specific characteristics.
40Kosfeld and von Siemens (2011) study a competitive labor market in which workers differ in their willingness to cooperate

voluntarily. They show that there always exists a separating equilibrium in which workers self-select into firms that differ in their

monetary incentives as well as their level of worker cooperation. However, neither consider a psychological game setting nor they

extend their analysis to the case in which agents are risk-averse.
41Rotemberg (1994) is a notable exception.
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incentives can be exploited in two completely different ways, namely, either by inducing friendship or

competition among coworkers. In a companion project (Livio 2015), we investigate how the principal’s

choice between a group and an individual production technology is affected by the interplay between risk

and reciprocal attitudes of the agents.

Our results may serve as guidelines for empirical investigations both in controlled field and lab experi-

ments and using survey data. In particular: (i) the use of relative-incentive schemes should be empirically

more prevalent among employees with a lower degree of risk aversion; (ii) the power of explicit monetary

incentives should be lower the higher the degree of social preferences of the workforce; (iii) the productivity

of a team of agents should increase with the degree of reciprocity concerns of the team’s members.

The analysis carried in this paper relies on the assumption that agents interact in a one-shot game.42

One criticism could be that, in the long run, life in an extra-competitive working environment in which

negative reciprocity is daily experienced may generate a lot of stress and anger, whereas a friendly working

environment in which positive reciprocity is experienced may generate happiness and satisfaction, thereby

making joint incentives more appealing.43 However, (i) a too friendly environment may induce too much

social interactions among coworkers, thereby creating incentives for time and resource wasting and (ii)

psychologists (see e.g., Lerner and Keltner 2001) have shown that people tend to react to anger by making

more optimistic judgements of future events, which has been recognized to be an important source of

creativity in innovative firms. Integrating these dynamics in our baseline set up may gather additional,

interesting insights to both academics and practitioners.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. In order for an incentive scheme to induce a psychological equilibrium of the

subgame starting at stage 2 in which both agents exerts positive effort, it must be that the overall utility

of playing ei = 1 is greater than the overall utility of playing ei = 0 given βi(ej = 1) = χi(ei = 1) = 1

∀i, j ∈ {a, b}. In what follows we check each incentive scheme separately.

It is immediate to see that scheme (1) does not entail any reciprocal exchange, the salary paid to agent i

being independent of xj and therefore of ej. Therefore, the principal’s problem collapses to the standard

one and there exists an equilibrium of the subgame starting at stage 2 in which scheme (1) induces high

effort provision from both agents.
√

When the team-incentive scheme (2) is offered and i believes that j exerts high effort, i believes that the

state {xi = h, xj = h} occurs with probability q2 if i works hard and with probability q(1− q) if i shirks.

If the principal pays scheme (2), high effort by i represents a kind action towards j as it increases the latter

expected material payoff. Mathematically, the kindness i expects to give to j choosing ei = 1 when he has

a first order belief of βi(ej = 1) = 1 is:

kij(1, 1) = q2wj
hh −

1
2

(
q2wj

hh − q(1− q)wj
hh

)
where the term in parenthesis indicates j’s equitable payoff given i’s beliefs. The expression above can be

rewritten as:

kij(1, 1) =
q(2q− 1)wj

hh
2

=
φ

2
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which is always positive. The idea is that i behavior is kind to j as i’s effort makes it more easy for j to

collect a positive bonus. If i deviates and decides to shirk, the kindness i expects to give to j is:

kij(0, 1) = −φ

2
,

which is always negative as the payoff i expects to give to j is lower than the latter’s equitable payoff.

Similarly, the kindness i expects to receive from j is given by:

λiji(1, 1) =
q(2q− 1)wi

hh
2

=
φ

2
.

Therefore, i expects to receive a positive psychological payoff when exerting high effort and a negative

psychological payoff when exerting low effort. Hence, when scheme (2) is offered and βi(ej = 1) = χi(ei =

1) = 1, agent i achieves an overall utility of:

q2φ

(2q− 1)q
− φ + γ

φ

2
(A.1)

when he chooses ei = 1 and of:
q(1− q)φ
(2q− 1)q

− γ
φ

2
(A.2)

It can be easily verified that (A.1) is (strictly) greater than (A.2) for any γ ≥ (>) than zero.
√

When tournament scheme (3) is offered and βi(ej) = χi(ei) = 1 ∀i, j ∈ {a, b}, i 6= j, i expected kindness

towards j when choosing ei = 1 is given by:

kij(1, 1) = q(1− q)wj
hl −

1
2
[q(1− q)wj

hl − q2wj
hl ]

= −
q(2q− 1)wj

hl
2

= − qφ

2(1− q)

which is negative as high effort now entails to j an expected payoff lower than his equitable payoff. Con-

versely, i expected kindness towards j if i chooses ei = 0 is given by:

kij(0, 1) =
qφ

2(1− q)
.

which is always positive. Similarly, the kindness i expects to receive from j is given by

λiji(1, 1) = −
q(2q− 1)wi

hl
2

= − qφ

2(1− q)

Therefore, i’s overall utility is given by:

(1− q)q
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q)
+ γ

qφ

2(1− q)
− φ (A.3)

when he chooses ei = 1 and equal to:

(1− q)2 φ

(2q− 1)(1− q)
− γ

qφ

2(1− q)
(A.4)
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Again, it can be easily verified that (A.3) is (strictly) greater than (A.4) for any γ ≥ (>) than zero.

2

Proof of Lemma 2. The fact that scheme (1) entails a psychological payoff equal to zero follow from the

first part of the proof of Lemma 1.

The fact that scheme (2) entails a psychological payoff equal to γφ/2 can be easily verified from equations

(A.1). The overall psychological incentive provided by scheme (2) is given by γφ and can be verified from

(A.1) and (A.2).

Similarly, the fact that scheme (3) entails a psychological payoff equal to (qγφ)/(2(1− q)) can be easily

verified from equations (A.3). The overall psychological incentive provided by scheme (3) is given by

qγφ/(1− q) and can be verified by (A.3) and (A.4).

2

Optimal incentive schemes for reciprocal agents

In this part of the Appendix we characterize the solution to the general problem of the principal de-

scribed in section 2.4. We derive a series of results (Observations 6 and 7 and Equations A.9, A.10, A.15 and

A.16) that are useful to prove the remaining propositions and lemmas.

The principal minimizes:

min
wi

xi xj ,w
j
xj ,xi ,i,j∈{a,b},i 6=j

q2 ∑
i∈{a,b}

wi
hh + (1− q)q ∑

i∈{a,b}
(wi

hl + wi
lh) + (1− q)2 ∑

i∈{a,b}
wi

ll (EW)

subject to the incentive compatibility constraints

Ui(1, 1, 1) ≥ Ui(0, 1, 1) (ICi)

for all i ∈ {a, b}. (ICi) can be rewritten as:

q2u(wi
hh) + (1− q)q(u(wi

hl) + u(wi
lh)) + (1− q)2u(wi

ll)− φ + γsign(λiji(1, 1) ∗ kij(1, 1))
√
|λiji(1, 1)|

√
|kij(1, 1)| ≥

q(1− q)u(wi
hh) + (1− q)2u(wi

hl) + q2u(wi
lh) + q(1− q)u(wi

ll) + γsign(λiji(1, 1) ∗ kij(0, 1))
√
|λiji(1, 1)|

√
|kij(0, 1)|

for all i, j ∈ {a, b}, i 6= j and where u(w) = w1−ρ and:

kij(1, 1) =
(2q− 1)

2

[
q(u(wj

hh)− u(wj
hl)) + (1− q)(u(wj

lh)− u(wj
ll))
]
= λjij(1, 1)

and

kij(0, 1) = − (2q− 1)
2

[
q(u(wj

hh)− u(wj
hl)) + (1− q)(u(wj

lh)− u(wj
ll))
]

Therefore, the lagrangian associated with the principal’s problem can be written as:

L = q2 ∑
i∈{a,b}

wi
hh + (1− q)q ∑

i∈{a,b}
(wi

hl + wi
lh) + (1− q)2 ∑

i∈{a,b}
wi

ll

−µa [(2q− 1) ∗ [q(u(wa
hh)− u(wa

lh)) + (1− q)u(wa
hl)− u(wa

ll)]− φ + γ (ra(λaba(11), kab(11))− ra(λaba(11), kab(01)))]

−µb

[
(2q− 1) ∗ [q(u(wb

hh)− u(wb
lh)) + (1− q)u(wb

hl)− u(wb
ll)]− φ + γ (rb(λbab(11), kba(11))− rb(λbab(11), kba(10)))

]
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The set of first order conditions for agent i are as follows:

∂L
∂wi

hh
= q2 − µi

[
q(2q− 1)u′(wi

hh) + γ

(
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(1, 1))

∂wi
hh

−
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(0, 1))

∂wi
hh

)]

− µjγ

(
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(1, 1))

∂wa
hh

−
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(0, 1))

∂wi
hh

)
≥ 0

∂L
∂wi

hl
= q(1− q)− µi

[
(1− q)(2q− 1)u′(wi

hl) + γ

(
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(1, 1))

∂wi
hl

−
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(0, 1))

∂wi
hl

)]

− µjγ

(
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(1, 1))

∂wi
hl

−
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(0, 1))

∂wi
hl

)
≥ 0

∂L
∂wi

lh
= (1− q)q− µi

[
−q(2q− 1)u′(wi

lh) + γi

(
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(1, 1))

∂wi
lh

−
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(0, 1))

∂wi
lh

)]

− µjγ

(
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(1, 1))

∂wi
lh

−
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), kij(0, 1))

∂wi
lh

)
≥ 0

∂L
∂wi

ll
= (1− q)2 − µi

[
−(1− q)(2q− 1)u′(wi

ll + γ

(
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(1, 1))

∂wi
ll

−
∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(0, 1))

∂wi
ll

)]

− µjγ

(
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(1, 1))

∂wi
ll

−
∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(0, 1))

∂wi
ll

)
≥ 0

where e.g.:

∂ri(λiji(1, 1), kij(1, 1))

∂wi
hh

=
∂λiji(1, 1)

∂wi
hh

sign(λiji(1, 1) ∗ kij(1, 1))
1
2

√
|kij(1, 1)|

|λiji(1, 1)| 32
λiji(1, 1)

∂rj(λjij(1, 1), k ji(1, 1))

∂wi
hh

=
∂k ji(1, 1)

∂wi
hh

sign(λjij(1, 1) ∗ k ji(1, 1))
1
2

√
|λjij(1, 1)|

|k ji(1, 1)| 32
k ji(1, 1)

Therefore, the solution depends on the type of reciprocal exchange that is induced in equilibrium by the

principal, i.e., by the sign of kij(1, 1), i ∈ {a, b} (which in equilibrium is equal to λjij(1, 1)), as well as by the

kindness of the effort choice agent i gives up, i.e., kij(0, 1).

If the principal does not want to induce a psychological gift exchange, i.e., λiji(1, 1) = kij(1, 1) = kij(0, 1) =

0, then solving the system of first-order conditions lead to the standard incentive scheme (4), which shows

Observation 1.

If the principal wants to induce a positive psychological exchange, i.e., λiji(1, 1) = kij(1, 1) = kij(0, 1) > 0,
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and given that agents are identical, we can rewrite the system of first-order conditions as follows:

∂L
∂wi

hh
≥ 0⇒ = q2 − µ [q(2q− 1)(1 + γ)] u′(wi

hh) ≥ 0 (A.5)

∂L
∂wi

hl
≥ 0⇒ = q(1− q)− µ [(2q− 1)(1− q− γq)] u′(wi

hl) ≥ 0 (A.6)

∂L
∂wi

lh
≥ 0⇒ = (1− q)q− µ [(2q− 1)(−q + γ(1− q))] u′(wi

lh)) ≥ 0 (A.7)

∂L
∂wi

ll
≥ 0⇒ = (1− q)2 + µ [((2q− 1)(1 + γ)(1− q))] u′(wi

ll) ≥ 0 (A.8)

It can be easily seen that µ > 0. Moreover, the following observation holds:

Observation 6. From conditions (A.5)-(A.8) we can see that wi
lh = wi

ll = 0 if γ ∈ (0, 1− q/q) and wi
hl = wi

lh =

wi
ll = 0 if γ ∈ [1− q/q, 1]. This implies that joint-incentives are used by the principal to induce the most efficient

positive psychological exchange.

If γ ∈ (0, 1− q/q), from (A.5)-(A.6) we achieve:

1
u′(wi

hh)
=

µ(2q− 1)(1 + γ)

q

1
u′(wi

hl)
=

µ(2q− 1)(1− q− γq)
q(1− q)

that leads to:

wi
hl =

 (1− q− qγ)

(1 + γ)(1− q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈(0,1)


1
ρ

wi
hh (A.9)

If γ ∈ [(1− q)/q, q/(1− q)], from Observation 6 we know that only wi
hh takes on positive values. Replacing

this into the (ICi):

(2q− 1)(1 + γ)q(wi
hh)

1−ρ = φ. (A.10)

If the principal wants to induce a negative psychological exchange, i.e., λiji(1, 1) = kij(1, 1) = kij(0, 1) < 0,
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and given that agents are identical, we can rewrite the system of first-order conditions as follows:

∂L
∂wi

hh
≥ 0⇒ = q2 − µ [(2q− 1)q(1− γ)] u′(wi

hh) ≥ 0 (A.11)

∂L
∂wi

hl
≥ 0⇒ = q(1− q)− µ [(2q− 1)(1− q + γq)] u′(wi

hl) ≥ 0 (A.12)

∂L
∂wi

lh
≥ 0⇒ = (1− q)q + µ [(2q− 1)(q + γ(1− q))] u′(wi

lh)) ≥ 0 (A.13)

∂L
∂wi

ll
≥ 0⇒ = (1− q)2 + µ [((2q− 1)(1− γ)(1− q))] u′(wi

ll) ≥ 0 (A.14)

It can be easily seen that µ > 0. Moreover, the following observation holds:

Observation 7. From conditions (A.11)-(A.14) we can see that wi
lh = wi

ll = 0 if γ ∈ (0, 1) and wi
hh = wi

lh =

wi
ll = 0 if γ = 1. This implies that relative-incentives are used by the principal to induce the most efficient negative

psychological exchange.

If γ ∈ (0, 1), then from conditions (A.11) and (A.12) we achieve:

1
u′(wi

hh)
=

µ(2q− 1)(1− γ)

q

1
u′(wi

hl)
=

µ(2q− 1)(1− q + γq)
q(1− q)

that leads to:

wi
hh =

 (1− γ)(1− q)
(1− q + qγ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∈(0,1)


1
ρ

wi
hl (A.15)

If γ = 1, the non-negativity constraints associated with wi
hh, wi

lh, wi
ll bite, while only wi

hl takes on positive

values. Replacing this into the (ICi):

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)(wi
hl)

1−ρ = φ

which leads to

wi
hh =

(
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q + γ)

) 1
1−ρ

(A.16)
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Proof of Lemma 3. Considering scheme (4) and equations (A.9), (A.10), (A.15) and (A.16) for ρ = 0 shows

the lemma. 2

Proof of Proposition 1. From Lemma 3 we know that scheme (1) entails a total expected cost of:

E(W(1) = 2q
φ

(2q− 1)

Similarly, we know that schemes (2) and (3) entail a total expected cost of:

E(W(2)) = 2q2 φ

(2q− 1)(1 + γ)q

and

E(W(3)) = 2(1− q)q
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)

respectively. Simple algebra shows that E(W(3)) is strictly smaller than E(W(1)) and E(W(2)) for any

γ > 0. 2

Proof of Lemma 4. If γ ∈ (0, (1− q)/q), replacing equation (A.9) into (ICi) and making it binding leads to:

(2q− 1)[q(1 + γ)u(wi
hh) + (1− q− γq)u(wi

hl)] = φ

(2q− 1)

q(1 + γ) + (1− q− γq)
(

(1− q− qγ)

(1 + γ)(1− q)

) 1−ρ
ρ

 (wi
hh)

(1−ρ) = φ

That together with Observation 6 proof the first part of the lemma.
√

If γ ∈ [(1− q)/q, 1], replacing (A.10) into (ICi) and making it binding leads to:

wi
hh =

(
φ

(2q− 1)(1 + γ)q

) 1
1−ρ

.

That together with Observation 6 shows the second part of the lemma. 2

Proof of Lemma 5. If γ ∈ (0, 1), replacing equation (A.15) into (ICi) and making it binding leads to:

(2q− 1)[q(1− γ)u(wi
hh) + (1− q + γq)u(wi

hl)] = φ

(2q− 1)

(1− q + qγ) + (1− γ)q
(
(1− γ)(1− q))
(1− q + qγ)

) 1−ρ
ρ

 (wi
hl)

(1−ρ) = φ

That together with Observation 7 shows the first part of the lemma.
√

If γ = 1, replacing (A.16) into (ICi) we achieve:

wi
hh =

(
φ

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)

) 1
1−ρ

.
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That together with Observation 7 shows the second part of the lemma. 2

From Observation 1 and Lemmas 4 and 5 we can easily compute the expected wage bill paid by the princi-

pal under each solution candidate, that are, respectively:

E(W(BI)) = 2q
(

φ

(2q− 1)

) 1
1−ρ

for any γ ∈ (0, 1].

E(W(BJ)) =


2
(

q + (1− q)
(

1−q−qγ
(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1
ρ

)
q

 φ

(2q−1)

(
q(1+γ)+(1−q−γq)

(
1−q−qγ

(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1−ρ
ρ

)


1
1−ρ

if γ ∈ [0, (1− q)/q);

2q2
(

φ
(2q−1)(1+γ)q

) 1
1−ρ if γ ∈ [(1− q)/q, 1].

and

E(W(BR)) =


2
(

1− q + q
(
(1−q)(1−γ)

1−q+qγ

) 1
ρ

)
q

 φ

(2q−1)

(
(1−q+γq)+q(1−γ)

(
(1−γ)(1−q)

1−q+qγ

) 1−ρ
ρ

)


1
1−ρ

if γ ∈ (0, 1);

2(1− q)q
(

φ
(2q−1)(1−q+qγ)

) 1
1−ρ if γ = 1.

Then notice the following observations:

Observation 8. It can be immediately verified that E(W(BI)), E(W(BJ)) and E(W(BR)) are continuous and
differentiable in ρ for given q, γ and φ.

Observation 9. It can be immediately verified that E(W(BJ)) and E(W(BR)) are continuous functions of γ.

Proof of Observation 2. This observation can be immediately verified by considering E(W(BJ)) and

E(W(BR)) at γ→ 0. 2

Proof of Observation 3. From Observation 9 we knwow that E(W(BJ)) and E(W(BR)) are continuous in

γ. Taking derivative of both E(W(BJ)) and E(W(BR)) with respect to γ leads to:

∂E(W(BJ))
∂γ

=



2q2

[
(1+γ)

(
(1−q)

(
1−q−qγ

(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1
ρ
+q

)
−1

]

(1−ρ)(1+γ)(1−q−qγ)

 φ

(1+γ)(2q−1)

(1−q)
(

1−q−qγ
(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1
ρ
+q




1

ρ−1
if γ ∈ (0, (1− q)/q)

2q2

(r−1) (γ + 1)
(

φ
q(2q−1)(γ+1)

) 1
ρ−1

if γ ∈ [(1− q)/q, 1]
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It can be seen that both expressions are always strictly negative for all the admissible parameter values.

∂E(W(BJ))
∂γ

=



2q2
(
(qγ−q + 1)

(
(q−1)(γ−1)

qγ−q+1

) 1
ρ
+ (1−q) γ + q−1

)

(ρ−1) (γ−1) (qγ−q + 1)

− φ(q−1)

(2q−1)(qγ−q+1)

(
q
(
(q−1)(γ−1)

qγ−q+1

) 1
ρ −q+1

)


1
ρ−1

if γ ∈ (0, 1)

2 (1−q) q2

(ρ−1) (qγ−q + 1)
(

φ
(2q−1)(qγ−q+1)

) 1
ρ−1

if γ = 1

It can be seen that both expressions are always strictly negative for all the admissible parameter values. 2

Proof of Lemma 6. The proof of the lemma follows from Observations 2, 3 and 9. 2

Then, let us define Di f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ) as:

Di f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ) = E(W(BR))− E(W(BJ))

Lemma 8. limρ→1− Di f f BRBRJ(ρ, γ, q, φ) > 0 for all γ ∈ (0, 1], q ∈ (1/2, 1) and φ > (2q− 1).

Proof.

• For γ ∈ (0, (1− q)/q], Di f f BRBJ(·, ·, ·, ·) is positive if and only if:(
1− q + q

(
(1− γ)(1− q)

1− q + qγ

) 1
ρ

)1−ρ
q(1 + γ) + (1− q− qγ)

(
1− q− qγ

(1 + γ)(1− q)

) 1−ρ
ρ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=D

−
(

q + (1− q)
(

1− q− qγ

(1 + γ)(1− q)

) 1
ρ

)1−ρ
(1− q + qγ) + q(1− γ)

(
(1− γ)(1− q)

1− q + qγ

) 1−ρ
ρ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=E

> 0

Taking Taylor expansion series centered at ρ = 1 of D and E leads to:

1 + (ρ− 1)
(
−(1− q− qγ) ln

(
1− q− qγ

(1− q)(1 + γ)

)
− ln

(
1− q

1− q− qγ

))
+O((ρ− 1)2)

− 1− (ρ− 1)
(
(γ− 1)q ln

(
(1− γ)(1− q)

1− q + qγ

)
− ln

(
1

1 + γ

))
+O((ρ− 1)2)

' (ρ− 1)[−(1− q− qγ) ln(1− q− qγ)− (2qγ) ln(1− q)− q(1 + γ) ln(1 + γ)]

+ (ρ− 1)[q(1− γ) ln(1− γ) + (1− q + qγ) ln(1− q + qγ)]

which is always positive in this region of the parameters values.
√
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• For γ ∈ ((1− q)/q, 1), Di f f BRBJ(·, ·, ·, ·) is positive if and only if:(
1− q + q

(
(1− γ)(1− q)

1− q + qγ

) 1
ρ

)1−ρ

q(1 + γ)

(
(1− q + qγ) + q(1− γ)

(
(1− γ)(1− q)

1− q + qγ

) 1
ρ

)1−ρ

At the limit of ρ→ 1−, this expression can be written as:

(1 + γ)q− 1 > 0

which is always satisfied in this interval.
√

• Finally, for γ = 1 it can be easily seen that Di f f BRBJ(·, ·, ·, ·) is positive whenever:

(1− q)1−ρq(1 + γ)− q1−ρ(1− q + qγ) > 0

which always holds for ρ sufficiently closed to 1.

2

Proof of Proposition 2. The existence of ρ∗when γ = 1 can be easily shown considering Di f f BRBJ(ρ, 1, q, φ)

which is given by:

2q(1− q)
(

φ

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)

) 1
1−ρ

− 2q2
(

φ

(2q− 1)q(1 + γ)

)
which is ≥ 0 whenever:

(1− q)1−ρ ≥ 1
2qρ (A.20)

It can be immediately seen that (A.20) holds with equality for a risk-aversion value ρ∗ ∈ (0.5, 1).

If γ ∈ (0, 1), the existence of ρ∗ can be shown in four steps:

1. From Observation 8 it follows that Di f f BRBJ(·, ·, ·, ·) is continuous and differentiable in ρ for given

q, γ, φ.

2. We know from Proposition 1 that, for ρ = 0, Di f f BRBJ(0, γ, q, φ) < 0 for all γ ∈ (0, 1], q ∈ (1/2, 1)

and φ > (2q− 1).

3. We know from Lemma 8 that ρ → 1, Di f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ) > 0 for all γ ∈ (0, 1], q ∈ (1/2, 1) and

φ > (2q− 1).

4. Moreover, taking derivative of DI f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ) with respect to ρ we achieve:
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• if γ ∈ (0, (1− q)/q):

∂Di f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ)

∂ρ
=

q(ρ(H
1
ρ [q ln I − q ln H] + (1− q) ln I) + qH

1
ρ ln H)

I
1

ρ−1 (ρ− 1)2ρ

− q(ρ(F
1
ρ [(1− q) ln G + (1− q) ln F] + q ln G)− (1− q)F

1
ρ ln F)

G
1

ρ−1 (ρ− 1)2ρ

where F = 1−q−qγ
(1−q)(1+γ)

, G = φ

(1+γ)(2q−1)((1−q)F1/ρ+q)
, H = (1−q)(1−γ)

1−q+qγ and I = (1−q)φ
(1−q+qγ)(2q−1)(−qH1/ρ+1−q)

.

It can be shown through numerical simulations that this expression is always positive in this re-

gion of the parameters values.

• if γ ∈ [(1− q)/q, 1):

∂Di f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ)

∂ρ
=

q(ρ(H
1
ρ [q ln I − q ln H] + (1− q) ln I) + qH

1
ρ ln H)

I
1

ρ−1 (ρ− 1)2ρ

− q2 ln L

L
1

ρ−1 (ρ− 1)2

where L = φ
(1+γ)q(2q−1) . It can be shown through numerical simulations that this expression is

always positive in this region of the parameter values.

The existence of ρ∗ for all γ ∈ (0, 1) follows from points 1 to 4. 2

Proof of Observation 5. This lemma can be proved considering Di f f BRBJ(ρ, γ, q, φ) = 0 and applying the

implicit function theorem to compute ∂ρ∗

∂q and ∂ρ∗

∂γ . 2

High effort costs

Proof of Proposition 3. Proposition 3 states that there exists a full dimension subset of the parameter

space in which reciprocal agents expect to earn more and are asked to provide more effort than self inter-

ested agents. This directly comes from the fact that when the effort cost is low compared to the returns

to effort, the global optimum of the principal’s problem does implement either the best-joint or the best-

relative incentive scheme whereas the best-individual incentive scheme is always dominated. Therefore,

when the cost of effort is above h(1−ρ)(2q− 1), inducing positive effort from both agents is overly costly if

they are selfish but not necessarily when they are reciprocal. In what follows we provide conditions on φ

such that reciprocal agents expect to earn more and are asked to work more than standard agents.

In the text a condition for the case in which ρ > ρ∗ and γ ∈ ((1− q)/q, 1] is provided. We have three cases

left to consider:
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1. If ρ < ρ∗ and γ ∈ (0, 1), the optimal scheme for reciprocal agents entails relative incentives. There-

fore, reciprocal agents expect to earn more and are asked to work more than standard agents if:

h1−ρ(2q− 1) < φ < qh(
(1− q) + q

(
(1−q)(1−γ)
(1−q+qγ)

) 1
ρ

)


(1−ρ)

(2q− 1)
(
(1− q + qγ) + q(1− γ)

(
(1− γ)(1− q)
(1− q + qγ)

))

2. If ρ < ρ∗ and γ = 1, the optimal scheme for reciprocal agents entails relative-incentives. Therefore,

reciprocal agents expect to earn more and are asked to work more than standard agents if:

h1−ρ(2q− 1) < φ <

(
qh

1− q

)(1−ρ)

(2q− 1)(1− q + qγ)

3. If ρ > ρ∗ and γ ∈ (0, (1− q)/q], the optimal scheme for reciprocal agents entails joint-incentives.

Therefore, reciprocal agents expect to earn more and are asked to work more than standard agents if:

h1−ρ(2q− 1) < φ < qh(
q + (1− q)

(
(1−q−qγ)
(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1
ρ

)


(1−ρ)

(2q− 1)
(
(1 + γ)q + (1− q− qγ)

(
(1− γ)(1− q)
(1− q + qγ)

))

2

Group production

Proof of Lemma 7. When only the value of the total production can be contracted upon, there are only

two possible state of nature: {y, ȳ}. Given that γ ∈ (0, 1], the only solution candidate to the principal’s

problem induces an exchange of kind behaviors from the employees. For ei = β j(ei = 1) = χi(ei = 1) = 1,

i, j ∈ {a, b} and i 6= j, agent i’s incentive compatibility constraint can be written as:

p̄ū(wi) + (1− p̄)u(wi)− φ + γ

√
| ( p̄− p̂)(u(w̄i)− u(wi))

2
|

√
| ( p̄− p̂)(u(w̄j)− u(wj))

2
| (ICi)

≥ p̂ū(wi) + (1− p̂)u(wi)− γ

√
| ( p̄− p̂)(u(w̄i)− u(wi))

2
|
√
| ( p̂− p̄)(u(w̄i)− u(wi))

2
|

Given that agents are identical, solving the principal problem leads to the following first-order conditions

for agent i:

∂L
∂w̄

= p̄− µ [( p̄− p̂) (1 + γ)] u′ (w̄) ≥ 0

∂L
∂w

=(1− p̄) + µ [( p̄− p̂) (1 + γ)] u′ (w) ≥ 0
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where u′(w) = (1− ρ)w−ρ. The non-negativity constraint associated with w bites. Replacing w = 0 into

the (ICi) and solving for w̄ shows the lemma. 2

Proof of Proposition 4. When all {xa, xb, y} can be contracted upon by the principal, there are eight possible

state of nature:

• {ȳ, h, h} that occurs with probability ( p̄q2) if both agent exert effort equal to 1, w.p. ( p̂q(1− q)) if only

agent i exerts effort 1 and if only j exerts effort equal 1;

• {ȳ, h, l} w.p. ( p̄q(1 − q)) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. ( p̂(1 − q)2) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and w.p. ( p̂q2) if

{ei = 0, ej = 1};

• {ȳ, l, h} w.p. ( p̄(1 − q)q) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. ( p̂q2) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and w.p. ( p̂(1 − q)2) if

{ei = 0, ej = 1};

• {ȳ, l, l}w.p. ( p̄(1− q)2) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. (1− p̂)q(1− q) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and if {ei = 0, ej = 1};

• {y, h, h} w.p. ((1 − p̄)q2) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. ((1 − p̂)q(1 − q)) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and w.p. if

{ei = 0, ej = 1};

• {y, h, l} w.p. ((1− p̄)q(1− q)) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. ((1− p̂)(1− q)2) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and w.p.

((1− p̂)q2) if {ei = 0, ej = 1};

• {y, l, h} w.p. ((1 − p̄)q(1 − q)) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. ((1 − p̂)q2) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and w.p.

((1− p̂)(1− q)2) if {ei = 0, ej = 1};

• {y, l, l} w.p. ((1 − p̄)(1 − q)2) if {ei = eb = 1}, w.p. ((1 − p̂)(1 − q)q) if {ei = 1, ej = 0} and if

{ei = 0, ej = 1}.

Let wi
yxixj

be the salary paid to agent i when y, xi and xj realize.

If in equilibrium the principal decides to induce positive reciprocity, the first-order condition associated
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with the principal’s problem can be simplified as follows:

∂L
∂wi

ȳhh
≥ 0⇒ p̄q2 − µ[( p̄ + p̂)q− p̂]q(1 + γ)(1− ρ)(wi

ȳhh)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.21)

∂L
∂wi

yhh
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)q2 − µ[q(1− p̄)− (1− q)(1− p̂)]q(1 + γ)(1− ρ)(wi

yhh)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.22)

∂L
∂wi

ȳhl
≥ 0⇒ p̄q(1− q)− µ[(1− q)[ p̄q− (1− q) p̂] + qγ[(1− q) p̄− qp̂]](1− ρ)(wi

ȳhl)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.23)

∂L
∂wi

yhl
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)q(1− q)− µ[(1− q)[q(1− p̄)− (1− q)(1− p̂)] + γq[(1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)]](1− ρ)(wi

yhl)
−ρ ≥ 0

(A.24)

∂L
∂wi

ȳlh
≥ 0⇒ p̄(1− q)q− µ[q[(1− q) p̄− qp̂]− γ(1− q)[qp̄− p̂(1− q)]](1− ρ)(wi

ȳlh)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.25)

∂L
∂wi

ylh
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)(1− q)q− µ[q[(1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)]− γ(1− q)[(1− p̄)q− (1− q)(1− p̂)]](1− ρ)(wi

ylh)
−ρ ≥ 0

(A.26)

∂L
∂wi

ȳll
≥ 0⇒ p̄(1− q)2 − µ[(1− q)( p̄(1− q)− p̂q)](1 + γ)(1− ρ)(wi

ȳll)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.27)

∂L
∂wi

yll
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)(1− q)2 − µ[(1− q)[(1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)]](1 + γ)(1− ρ)(wi

yll)
−ρ ≥ 0. (A.28)

Observation 10. From conditions (A.21)-(A.28) we have that, for any ρ ∈ (0, 1):

• From conditions (A.21) and (A.23) we can see that wi
ȳhh is always positive while wi

ȳhl is positive only if γ <
(1−q)(q( p̄+ p̂)− p̂)

p(q( p̄+ p̂)− p̄) . Moreover, wi
ȳhh > wi

ȳhl for all γ ∈ (0, 1];

• wi
yhh is positive if and only if the individual performance indicators are informative enough, i.e., q > 1− p̂

2− p̂− p̄ .

wi
yhl is positive if and only if reciprocity concerns are not too high, i.e., γ < (1−q)(q(2− p̂− p̄)−(1− p̂))

q(q(2− p̄− p̂)−(1− p̄)) . wi
yhh >

wi
yhl for all γ ∈ (0, 1);

• wi
ȳlh and wi

ylh are positive if and only if the total output is sufficiently informative compared to the individual

performance indicators, i.e., respectively, when p̄ > p̂(q2+γ(1−q)2)
(1−q)q(1+γ)

and (1− p̄) < (1− p̂)q2+γ(1−q)2

q(1−q)(1+γ)
. wi

ȳlh

• wi
ȳll is positive if and only if q < p̄

p̄+ p̂ ;

• wi
yll is never positive.

From Observation 10 it follows that a joint-incentive scheme is designed whenever the principal decides to

induce positive reciprocity in equilibrium.

Rearranging conditions (A.21) to (A.28) for ρ = 0 and then replacing for wi
ȳhh into i’s incentive compatibility

constraint we achieve the following lemma:
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Lemma 9. If ρ = 0, the best-joint incentive scheme takes the form of a team scheme in which:

wi
ȳhh =

φ

q[q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂](1 + γ)

and all the other payments are set equal to zero.
The expected cost for the principal is given by:

E(W(BJG))ρ=0 =
qp̄φ

[q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂](1 + γ)
.

If in equilibrium the principal decides to induce negative reciprocity, the first-order condition associated

with the principal’s problem can be simplified as follows:

∂L
∂wi

ȳhh
≥ 0⇒ p̄q2 − µ[( p̄ + p̂)q− p̂]q(1− γ)(1− ρ)(wi

ȳhh)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.29)

∂L
∂wi

yhh
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)q2 − µq[q(1− p̄)− (1− q)(1− p̂)]q(1− γ)(1− ρ)(wi

yhh)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.30)

∂L
∂wi

ȳhl
≥ 0⇒ p̄q(1− q)− µ[(1− q)[ p̄q− (1− q) p̂]− qγ[(1− q) p̄− qp̂]](1− ρ)(wi

ȳhl)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.31)

∂L
∂wi

yhl
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)q(1− q)− µ[(1− q)[q(1− p̄)− (1− q)(1− p̂)]− γq[(1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)]](1− ρ)(wi

yhl)
−ρ ≥ 0

(A.32)

∂L
∂wi

ȳlh
≥ 0⇒ p̄(1− q)q− µ[q[(1− q) p̄− qp̂] + γ(1− q)[qp̄− p̂(1− q)]](1− ρ)(wi

ȳlh)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.33)

∂L
∂wi

ylh
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)(1− q)q− µ[q[(1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)] + γ(1− q)[(1− p̄)q− (1− q)(1− p̂)]](1− ρ)(wi

ylh)
−ρ ≥ 0

(A.34)

∂L
∂wi

ȳll
≥ 0⇒ p̄(1− q)2 − µ[(1− q)( p̄(1− q)− p̂q)](1− γ)(1− ρ)(wi

ȳll)
−ρ ≥ 0 (A.35)

∂L
∂wi

yll
≥ 0⇒(1− p̄)(1− q)2 − µ[(1− q)[(1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)]](1− γ)(1− ρ)(wi

yll)
−ρ ≥ 0. (A.36)

Observation 11. From conditions (A.29)-(A.36) we have that, for any ρ ∈ (0, 1):

• wi
ȳhl is always positive, whereas wi

ȳhh is positive whenever γ < 1. Moreover, wi
ȳhh > wi

ȳhl for all γ ∈ (0, 1];

• wi
yhh is positive if and only if the individual performance indicators are informative enough, i.e., q > 1− p̂

2− p̂− p̄

and if γ < 1. wi
yhl is positive whenever q > (1− p̂)

2− p̂− p̄ . wi
yhh > wyhl for all γ ∈ (0, 1);

• wi
ȳlh and wi

ylh are positive only if the total output is sufficiently informative compared to the individual perfor-
mance indicators.

• wi
ȳll is positive if and only if q < p̄

p̄+ p̂ and if γ < 1;

• wi
yll is never positive.
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From Observation 11 it follows that a relative-incentive scheme is designed whenever the principal decides

to induce negative reciprocity.

Rearranging conditions (A.29) to (A.36) for ρ = 0 and then replacing for wi
ȳhh into i’s incentive compatibility

constraint we achieve the following lemma:

Lemma 10. If ρ = 0, the relative-joint incentive scheme takes the form of a tournament scheme in which:

wi
ȳhl =

φ

(1− q)[q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂] + 1γ[q( p̄ + p̂)− p̄]

and all the other payments are set equal to zero.
The expected cost for the principal is given by:

E(W(BRG))ρ=0 =
(1− q)qp̄φ

(1− q)[q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂] + 1γ[q( p̄ + p̂)− p̄]
.

By comparing E(W(BJG))ρ=0 and E(W(BRG))ρ=0 we can see that the former is always smaller than the

latter whenever:

q22( p̄ + p̂)− q2( p̄ + p̂) + p̂p < 0

while one root, q1 =
2( p̄+ p̂)−

√
4( p̄2− p̂2)

4( p̄+ p̂) is always smaller than 1/2, the other one, q2 =
2( p̄+ p̂)+

√
4( p̄2− p̂2)

4( p̄+ p̂)

takes always value in the interval (1/2, 1) since 4( p̄2 − p̂2) takes always value on (0, 4[ p̄ + p̂]2).

Setting q̃( p̄, p̂) = q2 shows the first point of Proposition 4.

Moreover, it can be easily seen that:

∂q̃
∂ p̄

=
p̂

2( p̄ + p̂)
√

p̄2 − p̂2
> 0

∂q̃
∂ p̂

= − p̄
2( p̄ + p̂)

√
p̄2 − p̂2

< 0.

that shows the second point of Proposition 4.

Consistently with the analysis of Section 3, when ρ increases above zero relative incentives become compar-

atively less attractive as they charge more risks on the agents. Hence the principal never finds it profitable

to induce negative reciprocity when q ≤ q̃.

Conversely, for q > q̃ the usual interplay arises.

Note that q > q̃ implies that q > 1− p̂
2− p̂− p̄ and that q > p̄

p̂+ p̄ . Therefore, from Observations 10 and 11 we

know that the non-negativity constraints associated with wi
ylh, wi

yll bite for all y ∈ {y, ȳ} irrespective of the

type of reciprocal exchange the principal wants to induce.

Let γ̃ and γ̃′ be equal to (1−q)(q(2− p̂− p̄)−(1− p̂))
q(q(2− p̄− p̂)−(1− p̄)) and (1−q)(q( p̄+ p̂)− p̂)

p(q( p̄+ p̂)− p̄) , respectively. From Observation 10 we

know that in the best-joint incentive scheme wi
yhl is strictly positive only if γ < γ̃ and wi

ȳhl is strictly positive

only if γ < γ̃′. Therefore, we have to consider three sub-cases:
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• If γ ∈ (0, γ̃), then from conditions (A.21) to (A.24) we find:

wi
yhh =

 p̄(q(2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̂))
[( p̄− p̂)q− p̂](1− p̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=X


1
ρ

wi
ȳhh (A.37)

wi
ȳhl =

 [(1− q)( p̄q− (1− q) p̂) + qγ((1− q) p̄− p̂q)]
(1 + γ)(1− q)[( p̄− p̂)q− p̂]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Y


1
ρ

wi
ȳhh (A.38)

wi
yhl =

 p̄[(1− q)(q(1− p̄)− (1− q)(1− p̂) + γq((1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂)))]
(1 + γ)(1− p̄)(1− q)[( p̄− p̂)q− p̂]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Z


1
ρ

wi
ȳhh (A.39)

Replacing into the (ICi) leads to:

wi
ȳhh =

 φ

[m + nX
1−ρ

ρ ](1 + γ)q + oY
1−ρ

ρ + rZ
1−ρ

ρ

 1
1−ρ

where:

m = [q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂]

n = [q(1− p̂)− (1− q)(1− p̄)]

o = (1− q)[(( p̄q− (1− q) p̂) + qγ((1− q) p̄− p̂q))]

r = (1− q)[(1− p̄)q− (1− q)(1− p̂) + γq((1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂))].

The other non-negative payments can be achieved by replacing wi
ȳhh into equations (A.37), (A.39) and

(A.39).

• If γ ∈ [γ̃, γ̃′), then we obtain:

wi
ȳhh =

 φ

[m + nX
1−ρ

ρ ](1 + γ)q + oY
1−ρ

ρ

 1
1−ρ
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and

wi
yhh =

 p̄(q(2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̂))
[( p̄− p̂)q− p̂](1− p̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=X


1
ρ

wi
ȳhh

wi
ȳhl =

 [(1− q)( p̄q− (1− q) p̂) + qγ((1− q) p̄− p̂q)]
(1 + γ)(1− q)[( p̄− p̂)q− p̂]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Y


1
ρ

wi
ȳhh

wi
yhl = 0

• Finally, if γ ∈ [γ̃′, 1], then we achieve:

wi
ȳhh =

 φ

[m + nX
1−ρ

ρ ](1 + γ)q

 1
1−ρ

and

wi
yhh =

 p̄(q(2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̂))
[( p̄− p̂)q− p̂](1− p̄)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=X


1
ρ

wi
ȳhh

wi
ȳhl = 0

wi
yhl = 0

We then consider the best-relative incentive contact. From conditions (A.29) and (A.30) we know that in

the best relative-incentive scheme wi
ȳhh and wi

hh are strictly positive only if γ < 1. Therefore, we have to

consider two sub-cases:

• If γ ∈ (0, 1), then from conditions (A.29) to (A.32) we find:

wi
yhh =

 (1− q)(q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂)(1− γ)

[(1− q)( p̄ + p̂)q− p̄ + γq(q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=L


1
ρ

wi
ȳhl (A.40)

wi
ȳhh =

 (1− q)(1− γ) p̄(q(2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̂))
(1− p̄)[(1− q)( p̄ + p̂)q− p̄ + γq(q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=M


1
ρ

wi
ȳhl (A.41)
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wi
yhl =

 p̄((1− q)((2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̂)) + qγ(q(2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̄)))
(1− p̄)[(1− q)( p̄ + p̂)q− p̄ + γq(q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=N


1
ρ

wi
ȳhl (A.42)

Replacing into the (ICi) leads to:

wi
ȳhl =

 φ

[sM
1−ρ

ρ + tL
1−ρ

ρ ](1− γ)q + u + vN
1−ρ

ρ

 1
1−ρ

where:

s = [q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂]

t = [q(1− p̂)− (1− q)(1− p̄)]

u = (1− q)[(( p̄q− (1− q) p̂)− qγ((1− q) p̄− p̂q))]

v = (1− q)[(1− p̄)q− (1− q)(1− p̂)− γq((1− q)(1− p̄)− q(1− p̂))].

The other non-negative payments can be achieved from (A.40) to (A.42).

• If γ = 1, then:

wi
ȳhl =

(
φ

u + vN
1−ρ

ρ

) 1
1−ρ

and

wi
yhh = 0

wi
ȳhh = 0

wi
yhl =

 p̄((1− q)((2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̂)) + qγ(q(2− p̄− p̂)− (1− p̄)))
(1− p̄)[(1− q)( p̄ + p̂)q− p̄ + γq(q( p̄ + p̂)− p̂)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=N


1
ρ

wi
ȳhl

Comparing the expected costs entailed by the best-joint and the best-relative incentive schemes in the three

possible subcases, it is possible to show the existence of ρ̃ through numerical simulations. 2

Appendix B

In Section 6 we referred to the possibility of extending the model to incorporate asymmetric preferences

for the two sides of reciprocity. Contributions in economics and social psychology suggest that preferences
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for positive reciprocity might be stronger than for negative reciprocity (See Perugini et al. 2003 and Dohmen

et al. 2008, among the others). Moreover, the distribution of positive and negative reciprocators across

countries seems to be different among countries. To account for this, let us modify the definition of the

psychological payoff as follows:

r̂i(λiji, kij) =

ri(λiji, kij) if λiji > 0

αri(λiji, kij) if λiji < 0

for some α ∈ [0, 1). The lower α, the less willing an agent is to bear some material costs to reciprocate a

mischief. Under the assumptions of our baseline model, the total expected cost entailed by the best-joint

and best-relative incentive schemes are:

E(W(BJ)) =


2
(

q + (1− q)
(

1−q−qγ
(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1
ρ

)
q

 φ

(2q−1)

(
q(1+γ)+(1−q−γq)

(
1−q−qγ

(1+γ)(1−q)

) 1−ρ
ρ

)


1
1−ρ

if γ ∈ [0, (1− q)/q);

2q2
(

φ
(2q−1)(1+γ)q

) 1
1−ρ if γ ∈ [(1− q)/q, 1].

and

E(W(BRα)) =


2
(

1− q + q
(
(1−q)(1−αγ)

1−q+qαγ

) 1
ρ

)
q

 φ

(2q−1)

(
(1−q+αγq)+q(1−αγ)

(
(1−αγ)(1−q)

1−q+qαγ

) 1−ρ
ρ

)


1
1−ρ

if γ ∈ (0, α);

2(1− q)q
(

φ
(2q−1)(1−q+qαγ)

) 1
1−ρ if γ ∈ [α, 1].

It can be seen that the expected cost of the best relative-incentive scheme considered in Appendix A rep-

resents the limiting case of the one here above for α = 1. From a comparison similar to that carried out in

Appendix A we achieve the following lemma:

Lemma 11. There ∃ a threshold value α∗(q, γ) ∈ (0, 1) such that:

• if α ∈ [0, α∗(q, γ)], then the optimal scheme always implements the best joint-incentive scheme irrespective of
ρ;

• if α ∈ (α∗(q, γ), 1), then there exists a threshold value ρ̃ < ρ∗ such that principal prefers the best-relative
incentive scheme if ρ < ρ̃ and the best-joint incentive if ρ > ρ̃.

Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that the total expected cost of implementing the best-relative incen-

tive scheme is a perturbation of the one considered in Appendix A and from the continuity of E(W(BRα))

in α. 2

A lower α makes the best-relative incentive scheme comparably less valuable to the principal. When α is

very low, i.e., α ≤ α∗, the best-relative incentive scheme is so penalized that the principal always prefers

to set up the best joint-incentive scheme irrespective of the agents’ risk-aversion. When α is not too low,

α > α∗, the usual interplay occurs.
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